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Avant-propos 
 
 
Etant donné que les rapporteurs de cette thèse sont non-francophones, le manuscrit est rédigé en 
anglais. Néanmoins, l’introduction, la conclusion, la table des matières ainsi que le résumé des 
chapitres sont rédigés en français. 
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Introduction 
 
 
The American Global Positioning System (GPS), the Russian GLObal NAvigation Satellite System 
(GLONASS), or the future European GALILEO, are in the field of interest of more and more users for 
various applications. Arrival of artificial satellite technology in the 1940’s has revolutionized first 
Earth based localization systems (as LORAN-A, OMEGA and DECCA) by providing navigation 
signal coverage over large areas on the Earth. Based on range measurements of received spread 
spectrum signals, satellite navigation systems are able to provide position, velocity and time solutions. 
This technique has been studied since 1950 and lots of methods and techniques have been developed 
in order to provide high accurate position solution. But many particular applications always need 
accuracy improvement. 
 
Position solution accuracy basically depends on the geometry of the receiver with respect to the 
transmitting satellites, and on the quality of the range measurements made on the signals received 
from each transmitter. Geometric conditions depend on the application and cannot be improved by 
processing, while range measurements can be improved at the level of the receiver. 
 
Range measurements are derived from raw phase measurements of received spread spectrum signals. 
These raw phase measurements are obtained using delay lock loops and phase lock loops. The loops 
provide the phase measurements by synchronizing the received signal with a locally generated signal. 
The synchronization is achieved through a measurement of the phase shift of both signals which is in 
turn used to drive a local oscillator. Globally, the loop can be viewed as a linear filter fed with the 
phase of the incoming signal and delivering the phase of the local signal.  
 
The objective of this work is to improve the quality of the raw phase measurements at the level of the 
tracking loops. The raw measurement errors considered in this work are limited to the error due to 
noise and the error due to dynamics. These raw measurement errors can be modeled using the 
equivalent loop filter model presented above.  
 
It can be shown that the settings of the loop parameters to tackle these two errors must be done 
through a compromise. Indeed, to reduce the effect of noise on the phase measurements, the time 
constant of the loop must be increased through increased integration intervals. However, in order to 
reduce the effect of dynamics on the phase measurements, the loop must be able to respond to rapidly 
varying components, thus requiring the loop has a small time constant. 
 
To achieve the objective of reducing the total tracking error in presence of noise and dynamics, we 
thus need an adequate mathematical model of the actual implemented loops. But, to our knowledge, 
these models do not readily exist, as the current classical models are only valid when the integration 
interval is much smaller than the loop time constant. As reducing the error due to dynamics requires 
small loop time constants, we had to develop a new model of these loops taking into account the effect 
of the Integrate and Dump filters. The result is a new multi-rate model of the loops. 
 
After this, the proposed method to reduce the total raw measurement error in presence of noise and 
dynamics is presented, and an example of application is shown. 
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Introduction 
 
 
Les systèmes de radiolocalisation par satellites tels que GPS, GLONASS, ou le futur GALILEO, 
présentent un intérêt pour des catégories d'utilisateurs de plus en plus importantes et diversifiées. En 
effet, l'avènement des satellites artificiels au début des années 1940, a permis de révolutionner les 
systèmes de localisation existant auparavant (tels que les systèmes LORAN-A, OMEGA et DECCA) 
en fournissant des signaux de radionavigation sur la quasi globalité de la surface de la Terre. Basés sur 
des mesures de distance à partir de signaux à spectre étalé, les systèmes de navigation par satellite sont 
capables de fournir des solutions de position, vitesse et temps. Cette technique est étudiée depuis les 
années 50 et un grand nombre de méthodes et de techniques ont été développées pour fournir des 
solutions avec une grande précision. Il existe néanmoins encore certaines applications qui demandent 
une amélioration de la précision des solutions (applications spatiales par exemple). 
 
La précision  des solutions en position dépend principalement de deux facteurs. Le premier est la 
géométrie du système constitué par le récepteur et les satellites émetteurs, et le second est la qualité 
des mesures de distance effectuées sur chacun des signaux reçus. Le facteur géométrique dépend de 
l’application et ne peut être amélioré par des traitements, tandis que les mesures de distance peuvent 
être améliorées au niveau du récepteur. 
 
Les mesures de distance sont obtenues à partir de mesures brutes de la phase des signaux reçus. Ces 
mesures de phase sont réalisées en utilisant des boucles à verrouillage de code et des boucles à 
verrouillage de phase. Les boucles fournissent des mesures de phase en synchronisant le signal reçu 
avec une réplique locale. La synchronisation est réalisée en mesurant le décalage de phase entre les 
deux signaux, et en l’utilisant pour piloter un oscillateur local. Globalement, une boucle peut être vue 
comme un filtre linéaire dont l’entrée est la phase du signal reçu et la sortie est la phase du signal local 
(donc l’estimation de la phase du signal reçu). 
 
L’objectif de ce travail est d ‘améliorer la qualité des mesures brutes de phase en agissant au niveau 
des boucles de poursuite. Les erreurs de mesures considérées dans cette étude sont limitées à l’erreur 
due au bruit et à celle due à la dynamique. Ces erreurs de mesures brutes peuvent être modélisées en 
utilisant le filtre équivalent présenté précédemment. 
 
Il peut être montré que le réglage des paramètres des boucles pour réduire ces deux erreurs doit être 
fait selon un compromis. D’un point de vue physique, il est nécessaire d’augmenter la constante de 
temps du système en augmentant le temps d’intégration si l’on veut diminuer l’effet du bruit sur les 
mesures, tandis que la diminution des effets liés à la dynamique implique une diminution de la 
constante de temps pour garantir un temps de réaction rapide, d’où un compromis à trouver. 
 
Pour atteindre l’objectif de réduction de l’erreur de poursuite en présence de bruit et de dynamique, 
nous avons besoin d’un modèle mathématique adapté aux boucles actuellement implantées. Mais, à 
notre connaissance, un tel modèle n’existe pas car les modèles usuels ne sont valides que lorsque 
l’intervalle d’intégration est très petit devant la constante de temps de la boucle. Comme le réduction 
de l’erreur due à la dynamique nécessite une faible constante de temps, nous avons du développer un 
nouveau modèle des boucles prenant en compte l’effet des filtres ‘Integrate & Dump’. Le résultat est 
un nouveau modèle multi-cadence des boucles. 
 
Enfin, une méthode est proposée pour réduire l’erreur totale de mesure brute en présence de bruit et de 
dynamique et un exemple d’application est donné. 
 
Chapter I : Range measurements on spread spectrum signals  
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Chapter I  : Range measurements on spread 
spectrum signals 
 
 
 
The aim of this chapter is to introduce the background of range measurement techniques based on 
phase measurements of received spread spectrum signals, in order to understand how the accuracy of 
the PVT solutions depends on the accuracy of the raw measurements. 
 
We first define what is called pseudorange and present how pseudorange measurements are derived 
from phase raw measurements on received signals. The second part of this chapter is dedicated to 
models and properties of spread spectrum signals used to perform these measurements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapitre I : Mesures de distance sur les signaux à spectre 
étalé 
 
 
L’objet de ce chapitre est de présenter le contexte de l’étude ainsi que les modèles et propriétés des 
signaux considérés. 
 
Dans la première sous section, le concept de pseudodistance est défini et la méthode de détermination 
des solutions de position, vitesse et temps à partir des mesures de pseudodistance est rappelée. Les 
différents termes d’erreur dus à la propagation de l’onde entre les satellites émetteurs et le récepteurs 
sont discutés et évalués. Enfin, l’architecture d’un récepteur ainsi que la technique d’extraction de 
l’information de pseudodistance à partir des mesures de phase sont présentées. 
 
La seconde sous section présente les modèles et les propriétés des signaux de radionavigation à spectre 
étalé. Les signaux sont modélisés en terme de dynamique et de bruit par des représentations 
temporelles. Les propriétés des signaux sont alors données en terme de fonction de corrélation, 
d’intercorrélation et de densité spectrale de puissance. 
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I.1 Introduction and definitions about pseudorange and 
raw phase measurements 
 
I.1.1 Definition of the pseudorange 
 
I.1.1.1 Range and pseudorange 
 
In Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), the computation of the position of a user is derived 
from range measurements between the receiver and several transmitter satellites with known positions. 
Theoretically, range measurements from three satellites are sufficient to derive the three-dimensional 
position of the user, which is located at the intersection of three spheres as it is shown on Figure I-1. 
Figure I-1: Theoretical position solution with three range measurements 
In practice, the range between a satellite and the user is derived by measuring the time delay between 
the transmission and the reception of the wave. Assuming that a particular detectable event is 
transmitted by satellite i at the instant tSATi in the satellite clock reference, and that the receiver is able 
to detect and to date the arrival of this particular event in the same clock reference at instant tU, the 
true distance di between both systems is: 
 
( )SATiUi ttcd −= .  Eq. I-1 
 
where c is the velocity of light. In practice, the user clock is not exactly synchronized with the satellite 
clock and a bias between both time references induces a first error term in the range. This is why this 
measurement is considered as pseudorange instead of range. The true pseudorange PRiT is then 
modeled as (according to [Spilker-96] pp.31-34): 
Satellite n°1
Satellite n°2
Satellite n°3
User
d1
d2
d3
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( ) CLKiCLKSATiUiT tcdtcttcPR ∆+=∆+−= ...  Eq. I-2 
 
where ∆tCLK is the bias of synchronization between the clock references of the satellite and the user. 
 
But in real measurements, the observed pseudorange is affected by various other bias errors, noise 
effects, propagation errors, relativistic effects and multipaths. The measured or observed 
pseudorange PRi (expressed in meters) is then modeled as (according to [Spilker-96] pp.31-34): 
 
( ) iiiiiiUiiTi nMPvITcbcbcPPRPR ++∆+∆+∆+∆−∆+∆+= ..  Eq. I-3 
 
where: 
 
• PRiT is the true pseudorange defined on Eq. I-2 (in meters); 
• ∆Pi is the equivalent range error induced by the satellite error position as referred with the position 
derived from almanacs and ephemeris (in meters); 
• ∆bi is the satellite bias clock error (in seconds) as referred with the system time reference; 
• ∆bU is the user bias clock error (in seconds) as referred with the system time reference; 
• ∆Ti is the tropospheric delay error (in seconds); 
• ∆Ii is the ionospheric delay error (in seconds); 
• ∆vi is the relativistic time correction (in seconds); 
• MPi is the error induced by eventual received multipaths (in meters); 
• ni is the measurement noise of the receiver (in meters). 
 
I.1.1.2 Errors on measured pseudorange 
 
The clock offset between the receiver and GPS reference time is the same on each channel. The 
receiver clock bias is then solved as a fourth unknown in the three-dimensional position problem. 
 
Ionospheric and tropospheric delays are slowly varying with respect to time, so that models are 
broadcasted in the navigation message of each satellite allowing to compute first estimations of these 
errors. Using additional techniques as dual frequency range measurements or other new more 
sophisticate treatments allows fine error estimations and precise corrections. As an example, a 
ionospheric correction algorithm for a single frequency GPS user is given in [Spilker-96] on page 513. 
 
Ionosphere electron content diffracts the signal and results on: (first order approximation) 
• an additional code delay; 
• an advance on carrier phase; 
• an additional frequency shift due to variation of the electron content with time. 
 
In the L-Band, the group delay is first order approximated by (from [Spilker-96]): 
 

−
=∆ dlNft .
10.34,1
2
7
 
Eq. I-4 
where ∆t is in seconds and where  dlN.  is the Total Electron Content (TEC, expressed in el/m2) on 
the signal path through the ionosphere. TEC takes values in a range from 1016 to 1019el/m2 during a 
day and as a function of the elevation angle. Variation as a function of time is about 1015(el/m2)/s.  
 
Ionospheric carrier phase advance is given in carrier cycles by ([Spilker-96]): 
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..
10.34,1 7φ  Eq. I-5 
 
Frequency shift is given in Hz by: 
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Eq. I-6 
 
Table I-1 gives resulting measurement error for the 1575,42MHz L1 frequency. Note that error on 
code phase measurements is able to vary from a few tenth of centimeters to more than 160 meters as 
function of the TEC. 
 
 
Group delay ∆t 
 
 
Carrier phase shift ∆φ 
 
Frequency shift ∆f (in Hz) 
 
TEC: 
1016 el/m2 
 
 
TEC: 
1019 el/m2 
 
TEC: 
1016 el/m2 
 
TEC: 
1019 el/m2 
 
dt
d TEC: 1015 (el/m2)/s 
 
16,2 cm 
 
 
162 meters 
 
-0,85 cycles 
 
-850,6 cycles 
 
0,085 Hz 
Table I-1: Ionosphere error for 1575,42MHz L1 frequency 
 
Water vapor and gas present in troposphere induce a delay and an attenuation of the signal. 
Attenuation is generally below 0.5dB while the delay varies from 2 to 25 meters (from [Spilker-96]) as 
a function of the elevation angle (because lower elevation angles produce a longer path length trough 
the troposphere) and also as a function of the detailed atmospheric gas density profile. Different delay 
models have been proposed to estimate and to correct tropospheric effects on measurements (see 
[Spilker-96] for more details). 
 
The measurement error due to thermal noise depends on two parameters: 
• the power of the received signal as compared with the noise power spectrum density level; 
• the setting of the pseudorange measurement loops, which are the carrier and code phase lock 
loops, in terms of loop bandwidth and predetection bandwidth. 
 
An example of the 1-sigma measurement noise level is plotted on Figure I-2 in the case of a non-
coherent delay lock loop (DLL) tracking L1 C/A GPS signals. The plotted 1-sigma level expressed in 
meters is given by (from [Spilker-96] or [Holmes-82]): 
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Eq. I-7 
 
where Bl is the loop bandwidth in Hz, Bp is the predetection bandwidth in Hz, ∆ is the chip spacing in 
unity of a chip, C/N0 is the carrier to noise power spectral density rate, and where ChipLength is 
expressed in meters. 
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Figure I-2: 1-sigma measurement error du to thermal noise in the case of a Dot-Product C/A non-
coherent DLL 
 
Finally, the multipath error is considered as the most important problem because multipath errors are 
not easily predictable, especially in urban environments. The envelope of the error due to one reflected 
ray in the case an infinite bandwidth receiver is plotted on Figure I-3 for a non-coherent C/A DLL. 
 
Figure I-3: Multipath error envelope of a non-coherent C/A DLL as a function of the chip spacing (left 
plots) and of the relative amplitude between direct and reflected signals (right plots) 
 
As a conclusion, pseudorange measurements are defined to be the observed range measurements 
between the receiver and the transmitters, including many errors and biases that the receiver will try to 
estimate and correct through post processing. 
 
I.1.2 Introduction on the pseudorange measurement technique 
 
According to the definitions of Eq. I-2 and Eq. I-3, the pseudorange is derived from the measurement 
of the instant of the reception of the signal (including all the propagation and clock biases) as 
compared with the mathematical value of the instant of transmission 
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I.1.2.1 Pseudorange information extraction 
 
As defined in Eq. I-2, pseudorange is obtained by estimating the delay of propagation between the 
transmitter and the receiver.  
 
Figure I-4: Pseudorange measurement technique 
This is performed by synchronizing a local replica of the received PRN signal in order to despread and 
to demodulate the week number word and the HOW word, and to perform phase measurement as 
referred with the beginning of the subframe. Synchronization of the local replica is obtain using a 
Delay Lock Loop (DLL). A DLL is a feedback system that is able to provide adjustments to drive a 
local code generator in order to keep synchronization between the received and the locally generated 
PRN signal. Description and properties of the DLL will be exposed in Chapter II and Chapter III . 
 
Figure I-4 shows how the pseudorange is derived from phase measurements on the received signal. 
According to the previous subsection discussion, this measurement is performed by directly reading 
the phase register of the Numerically Controlled Oscillator (NCO) which is used to generate the clock 
of the code generator. Note that the phase measurement is affected by noise induced by the thermal 
noise on the received signal, and eventually by an additional bias due to dynamics (it will be described 
in Chapter II ). 
 
I.1.2.2 Introduction on receiver architecture 
 
The generic architecture of a GNSS receiver is given on Figure I-5. The receiver is basically 
composed of three sections, which are: 
 
• the radio-frequency section, which is the input section of the receiver. It includes a radio-
frequency (RF) band-pass filter that limits the bandwidth of the signal, a frequency down-
conversion mixer and an anti-aliasing low-pass filter in order to adapt the signal to the Analog to 
Digital Converter (ADC); 
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• the signal processing section, which performs range measurements on received signal. This 
section is composed of several channels that are able to process a set of visible satellite transmitted 
signals at the same time. It performs data demodulation, pseudorange and carrier phase 
measurements using tracking lock loops. The tracking loops are the central point of interest of this 
work, so that they will be studied in detail in the Chapter II and Chapter III of the manuscript. 
 
• the Position-Velocity-Time (PVT) solution section, which computes the navigation solution from 
pseudorange measurements provided by the signal processing section. It includes algorithms to 
attempt to estimate and to correct biases and errors that affect raw phase measurements provided 
by the signal processing section. 
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Figure I-5: Generic receiver architecture 
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I.2 Model and properties of GNSS spread spectrum signals  
 
I.2.1 Model of a received signal 
 
I.2.1.1 General expression 
 
GNSS signals are spread spectrum signals resulting from the modulation of a sinusoidal carrier by a 
spreading code and navigation data. In the classical case of NRZ materialization and assuming that the 
multipath effect is negligible, the general expression of the received signal at the input of the antenna 
is 
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Eq. I-8 
 
where NSV is the total number of visible satellites, t is the time expressed in the receiver time scale, and 
where for the ith considered transmitted satellite signal: 
 
• Ci is the power of the received signal that depends on the propagation channel and on the antenna 
gain properties; 
• Di(t) is the navigation data flow that takes +1 or –1 values (NRZ modulation); 
• pni(t) is the spreading code associated with satellite i. Properties of spreading codes will be 
derived in section I.2.2; 
• f0 is the carrier frequency; 
• τi(t) is the apparent group delay (or code phase) due to propagation along the actual distance di 
including biases induced by propagation and clock errors, and by relativistic effects. This apparent 
group delay expressed in seconds is 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tvtItTtbtt
c
td
t iiiiCLK
i
i ∆+∆+∆+∆−∆+=τ  Eq. I-9 
 
where all the biases have been defined with the expression of the pseudorange of Eq. I-3 on Section 
I.1; 
 
• ϕi(t) is the apparent carrier phase due to propagation along the actual distance di including biases 
induced by propagation and clock errors, and by relativistic effects. This apparent carrier phase 
expressed in radians is 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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
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c
tdft iiiiCLKii 02piϕ  Eq. I-10 
 
Note that ionospheric effect is not the same on Eq. I-9 and Eq. I-10. As shown on Eq. I-4 and Eq. I-5, 
ionosphere induces opposite delays on code and carrier phases. 
 
• n(t) is a Gaussian noise that is assumed to have a constant bilateral power spectral density of N0/2, 
where N0 depends on the noise temperature of the receiver, on the antenna and the environment. 
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As an illustration, Figure I-6 shows a time representation of a transmitted signal (i.e. without noise and 
transmission biases, so that code and carrier are coherent with each other).  
 
According to Eq. I-9 and Eq. I-10 and from the definition of Eq. I-3, pseudorange measurements can 
theoretically be performed in two ways: by measuring the phase of the code or the phase of the carrier. 
In practical, the observed carrier phase is modulo-2pi, and the problem of the determination of the 
number of full cycles is not easy to solve. In a basic receiver, the pseudorange is then measured on the 
code phase, as it has been described on section I.1.2, while the carrier phase measurements allow 
deriving the pseudorange rate. 
 
Figure I-6: Time domain representation of the transmitted signal (red dashed line is the PRN code, and 
blue line is the modulated signal) with f0=ChipRate 
 
I.2.1.2 Dynamics model 
 
In practice, the distance between transmitter satellite and receiver is permanently time dependent. It 
can be modeled as a polynomial composed by the sum of different order dynamics components, such 
that 
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Eq. I-11 
 
where ( )kid 0  denotes the initial value of the kth order derivative of the distance di(t) with respect to time, 
which is defined as 
 
( ) ( )( )
0
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=
t
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k
k
i tddt
dd  Eq. I-12 
 
and where the exclamation point denotes the factorial product1.  
 
In a stationary context, the polynomial of Eq. I-12 is usually modeled as a finite order polynomial and 
higher order derivatives are assumed to be close to zero. It is usually taken into account of the 
existence of an initial distance, an initial velocity, an initial acceleration and an initial jerk so that Eq. 
                                                     
1Operators, functions, notations and acronyms used along the manuscript are detailed at the end (see contents 
table). 
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I-12 is assumed to be a polynomial of order 3. In a general case, assuming that the ND first derivatives 
are not equal to zero, the model of the time dependant distance is 
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Eq. I-13 
 
Dynamics models of the code and carrier phase are obtained by inserting Eq. I-13 in their respective 
expressions given in Eq. I-9 and Eq. I-10, then 
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Eq. I-14 
 
and 
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Note that the biases of Eq. I-14 and Eq. I-15 are usually assumed to be very slowly varying with time, 
so that they just contribute on terms of order 0. Let’s denote as ( )ki0τ  and ( )ki0ϕ  the initial values of the 
kth order derivative with respect to time. Their respective values are then 
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Eq. I-16 
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Eq. I-17 
 
Expression of the code and carrier phase of Eq. I-16 and Eq. I-17 can finally be expressed as 
polynomials by  
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and 
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Eq. I-19 
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I.2.1.3 Carrier to noise ratio 
 
Quality of the received signal depends on the ratio between the received power and the noise power. 
This ratio is usually given in term of carrier to noise density ratio (or C/N0) that is defined by the ratio 
between the received carrier power (denoted as C and expressed in Watt) and the unilateral power 
spectral density (PSD) of the noise. The noise is usually assumed to be a Gaussian white noise, so that 
its PSD is constant and equal to N0/2 W/Hz in the whole frequency plane (bilateral PSD). Carrier to 
noise density ratio level is expressed in a logarithm scale in dBHz.  
 
I.2.2 Signal properties 
 
I.2.2.1 Instantaneous carrier frequency and Doppler frequency shift 
 
The instantaneous carrier frequency fi(t) on channel i is defined as the derivative of the argument of 
the sinus function of Eq. I-8 divided by 2pi, so 
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Eq. I-20 
 
which is equivalent to (according to Eq. I-19): 
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Eq. I-21 
 
The difference between the nominal carrier frequency and its instantaneous frequency is usually 
termed as Doppler frequency shift. Its instantaneous value fDi(t) is then 
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Eq. I-22 
 
The Doppler frequency is directly linked with the instantaneous relative velocity between the satellite 
and the receiver, termed as radial velocity. Indeed, according to Eq. I-15, Eq. I-22 is equivalent to 
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Eq. I-23 
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Eq. I-24 
 
where vi(t) is the instantaneous radial velocity expressed in meters per second, which has a derivative 
relation with the time dependent distance di(t) as 
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d
tv ii =)(  Eq. I-25 
 
and where λ0 is the nominal wavelength of the carrier, expressed in meters. 
 
I.2.2.2 Autocorrelation function of spreading signals 
 
The expression of a Nseq chip-periodical PRN signal materialized using NRZ waveforms is 
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Eq. I-26 
 
where {ck} 11 −= seqtoNk  is the set of –1 and +1 elements of one period of length Nseq of the PRN sequence, 
and TC is the duration of one code chip. The causal rectangular function is defined as 
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As the sequence is Nseq-periodic, we have 
 
kNk cc seq =+ .α  Eq. I-28 
 
where α is any positive or negative integer. The general expression of cross correlation function of the 
signal defined on Eq. I-26 is 
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We show on Appendix I-2 that this correlation function results on 
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where Tri(.) is the triangle function defined as 
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Eq. I-31 
 
where Rseq(m) is the autocorrelation function of the Nseq-periodic PRN sequence defined as  
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Correlation properties of the materialized PRN signal depend on correlation properties of the PRN 
sequence. As an example, properties of Gold codes used for GPS are given on Appendix I-1. 
According to Eq. I-30 and as the correlation function of the PRN sequence is periodic, the 
autocorrelation function of the PRN signal is Nseq.TC periodic and is composed of peaks that take 
the values of the autocorrelation function of the primitive PRN sequence. As an illustration, 
Figure I-7 shows the autocorrelation function of a GPS C/A PRN signal close to its main peak. 
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Figure I-7: Ideal autocorrelation function of a GPS C/A PRN signal 
 
Note that the triangle function in Eq. I-30 is the autocorrelation function of the chip waveform, which 
is a rectangle in this infinite bandwidth theoretical case. In real receiver, the HF amplifiers of the 
transmitter and of the receiver distort the received chip waveform by limiting the signal bandwidth. 
So, the real autocorrelation function of the received PRN signal is 
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Eq. I-33 
 
where RWF(τ) is the autocorrelation function of the resulting filtered waveform.  
 
I.2.2.3 Cross correlation function of spreading signals 
 
The cross correlation function between two different materialized PRN signals can be derived the 
same way, and their properties will depend on the cross correlation properties of the primitive 
sequences of the signal. Cross correlation between two PRN signal is defined as 
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where 
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and 
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Cross correlation is derived using the same method as the one used in Appendix I-2 for the 
autocorrelation, so that  
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where Rc1.c2(m) is the cross correlation function both Nseq-periodic PRN sequences so that  
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PRN sequences must be chosen as independent as possible in order to limit measurement inter-channel 
interferences.  
 
I.2.2.4 Power spectral density 
 
The spectrum of the spread signal is the Fourier transform of its autocorrelation function. Consider the 
general expression of the autocorrelation function of the received code defined in Eq. I-33. It can be 
rewritten as 
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where the star denotes the convolution product. As this function is Nseq.Tc periodic, it is equivalent to 
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The power spectral density of the received code is given by the Fourier transform of Eq. I-40, so 
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where SWF(f) is the Fourier transform of RWF(τ), or the power spectral density of the waveform of one 
chip. Finally we have 
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where Sseq(k) is the discrete Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function of the PRN sequence 
defined as 
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Eq. I-43 
 
where Rseq(l) is the autocorrelation function of the Nseq-periodic PRN sequence defined on Eq. I-32. 
 
 
As a conclusion, the power spectrum of the materialized PRN is then composed by lines spaced by 
Cseq TN .
1
 and weighted by the corresponding values of the discrete spectrum of the PRN 
sequence. The envelope is the spectrum of the waveform of one chip. 
 
In the case of a theoretical rectangular waveform of length TC, the corresponding waveform spectrum 
is 
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Thus, the power spectral density of the PRN signal is 
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Expression of Eq. I-45 is plotted on Figure I-8 in the case of the baseband GPS C/A signal with a unity 
amplitude rectangular chip waveform and a length TC of 1023
1
 ms. 
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Figure I-8: Power spectral density of a baseband GPS C/A signal 
 
In the general case, the spectrum of the waveform is the spectrum of the bandpass filters in the HF 
amplifier, which are weaker than the filters of the transmitters. 
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Appendix I-1: Maximal length sequences and Gold codes 
 
 
Maximal length sequences are binary sequences with special autocorrelation properties that resemble 
those of random noise. The autocorrelation of any periodic binary sequence of length Nseq is defined as 
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where {ck} 11 −= seqtoNk  is the set +1 and -1 elements of one period of the sequence. The periodic 
autocorrelation function of maximal length sequences is two valued. These values are (see [Peterson-
95], p.114): 
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Note that the robustness of the sequence (the margin between the maximum correlation peak and the 
others in absolute value) depends on its length. The sequence seems to be white noise when its length 
tends towards infinity. 
 
In GPS system, the spreading signals are built from Gold sequences (see [Gold-67]). Gold codes are 
families of codes with well-behaved cross-correlation properties that allow Code Division Multiple 
Access (CDMA). These codes are constructed by a mixing of specific relative phases of preferred pair 
of maximal length sequences. Background theory can be found in [Spilker-96] or [Peterson-95] for 
example. Note that the cross correlation function between two Gold codes g1 and g2 of the same family 
takes three possible values which are (see [Gold-68]): 
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and where Nseq is the length of the code and n is the degree of the primitive polynomials of the 
preferred pair of sequences whose corresponding to the length of their generating shift registers. Then 
 
12 −= nseqN  Eq. I-50 
 
Note that the frequencies of occurrence of the three values of the cross correlation function are 
respectively 25%, 50% and 25% is n is odd, and 12.5%, 75% and 12.5% if n is even ([Holmes-82] 
p.553). 
 
Figure I-9 shows the autocorrelation function of a C/A Gold code of the GPS system. GPS C/A codes 
are 1023 periodic Gold sequences. The main autocorrelation peak appears with a 1023 period. The 
three other values, which are the three values of the cross correlation between different sequences of 
the same family, also appear clearly. 
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Figure I-9: Autocorrelation function of a GPS C/A Gold sequence 
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Appendix I-2: Correlation functions of a PRN signal based 
on Gold codes 
 
 
 
Expression of a Nseq chips-periodical PRN signal is 
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k
cTk Tktrectctpn C ..)(  
Eq. I-51 
 
where {ck} 11 −= seqtoNk  is the set of –1 and +1 elements of one period of length Nseq of the PRN sequence, 
and TC is the duration of one code chip. The causal rectangular function is defined as 
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As the sequence is Nseq-periodic, we have 
 
kNk cc seq =+ .α  Eq. I-53 
 
where α is any positive or negative integer. The general expression of the cross correlation function of 
the signal defined on Eq. I-51 is 
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Eq. I-54 
 
Note that if the signal is periodic, then its cross correlation function is periodic. Indeed, as pn(t) is 
periodic with a period equal to Nseq.Tc, then 
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where α is any positive or negative integer. As a consequence, we have 
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Note also that as Rpn(τ) is Nseq.TC  periodical, then its expression can be reduced to 
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Eq. I-57 
 
This result is obtained by decomposing the integral of Eq. I-54 as a sum of integrals on one period as 
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As pn(t) is periodical, Eq. I-58 is equivalent to 
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Eq. I-59 
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Eq. I-60 
 
and finally 
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Eq. I-61 
 
The conclusion is that the correlation function between the received signal and the locally 
generated one is computed by mixing the two signals and by integrating the result during a 
minimal integration length that is equal to the code length. In GNSS applications, the predetection 
length is a multiple integer of the code length in order to reduce the effect of noise on the estimation of 
the correlation function. 
 
Let’s now quickly derive the cross correlation function of the PRN signal pn(t). From the expression 
of the signal of Eq. I-51 and property of Eq. I-61, the expression of the cross correlation is 
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Eq. I-62 
 
Note that in the integration interval, when  
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].,0[ Cseq TNt ∈  Eq. I-63 
 
the summation interval of pn(t) can be reduced to [0,Nseq-1] as 
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Eq. I-64 
 
It is not the case for pn(t-τ) because τ can be any real number. So, Eq. I-62 is equivalent to 
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Eq. I-65 
 
Let’s consider u as 
 
CTktu .−=  Eq. I-66 
 
then Eq. I-62 becomes 
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Eq. I-67 
 
As the integral of the right term of Eq. I-67 is equal to zero if u is out of [0,TC], Eq. I-67 is equivalent 
to 
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Eq. I-68 
 
Let’s denote as m the difference between k and l, 
 
lkm −=  Eq. I-69 
 
then we have 
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where Tri(.) is the triangle function defined as 
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Finally, the cross correlation of the PRN signal is 
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where Rseq(m) is the autocorrelation function of the Nseq-periodic PRN sequence defined as (according 
to Eq. I-46): 
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Chapter II  : Sequential models of digital 
tracking loops 
 
This chapter deals with tracking loops, which are the most popular systems to provide code and carrier 
phase measurements of spread spectrum signals. Other estimation techniques have been investigated 
and are always under investigation, especially since the evolution of technology enables high 
computation loads in integrated systems. But tracking lock loops have been adopted as the simplest 
and most robust systems to provide phase estimations of GNSS signals. 
 
Indeed, these systems have been used since the beginning of radionavigation and have been studied 
and described in many books and papers since the 1950’s. But many of these results have been 
published before the advent of digital processing techniques, so that most of current models and 
associated properties have been derived from analog loops.  
 
This Chapter details how loops are implemented in receiver by describing code and carrier phase 
tracking loops viewed as sequential non-linear systems. Linear models of such systems will be 
detailed in the Chapter III . 
 
 
 
Chapitre II : Modèles séquentiels des boucles de poursuite 
numériques 
 
 
Le second chapitre propose une description et une modélisation détaillée des boucles de poursuite de 
code et de phase numérique vues comme des systèmes non-linéaires séquentiels tels qu’ils sont 
implantés dans les récepteurs numériques actuels. Une description de chacun des composants ainsi 
qu’une étude de leur comportement sont proposées. 
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II.1 Carrier phase tracking with Costas loop 
 
Phase lock loops (PLL) are feedback systems that are able to synchronize a local replica of the carrier 
with the received version. When both signals are well synchronized, measurements of the local carrier 
phase register give real time estimates of the received carrier phase. The accuracy of these estimations 
depends essentially on the power and on the dynamics of the received signal, as it will be developed in 
a next chapter (Chapter III ) dedicated to loop linear models and properties. 
 
Assuming that the spreading code is correctly extracted, a useful received signal is then modeled as a 
sinusoidal signal mixed with a binary message D(t), with a power C, a nominal frequency of f0, and an 
instantaneous phase φIN(t) as 
 
( ))(..2sin.2).()( 0 ttfCtDtS ININ φpi +=  Eq. II-1 
 
The sampled version of this signal is 
 ( )).(.~.2sin.2)..().( 0 TsnnfCTsnDTsnS ININ φpi +=  Eq. II-2 
 
where Ts is the sampling period and 0
~f  is the normalized nominal frequency defined by 
 
Fs
f
Tsff 000 .
~
==  
Eq. II-3 
 
NRZ data modulation of the carrier results in a cancellation of the spectral line at frequency f0, so that 
signal cannot be tracked with a simple PLL. The solution to track this kind of signal is to use a Costas 
loop. A digital Costas PLL is shown on Figure II-1, and is described in next sub-sections. 
 
 
Figure II-1: General representation of a Costas PLL 
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II.1.1 Mixing with the local signals / IQ decomposition 
 
The received signal is first mixed with local In-Phase and Quadrate signals (respectively IL(n.Te) and 
QL(n.Te)), which have the same nominal normalized frequency 0
~f , unit power and their own local 
instantaneous phase φOUT(n.Te). Their expressions are 
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Eq. II-5 
 
For convenience, index n denotes a sampled signal at an instant n.Te. 
 
This results in signals that are the sum of baseband and double frequency components. 
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Eq. II-7 
 
As detailed in the next sub-section, double frequency components will be suppressed by the effect of 
the predection filtering, so that the resulting signal can be expressed using the complex form as : 
  
Eq. II-8 ( ))()(.2)(.)()( nnjIQ INOUTenQjnInS φφ −=+=  
 
II.1.2 Predetection filtering 
 
The mixed signals are then integrated by digital Integrate and Dump filters (I&D) over the 
predetection period in order to remove the double frequency components and to improve the signal to 
noise ratio (SNR) in the loop. The predetection period is chosen equal to the duration of one data bit 
and the integration window is synchronized with the data bit transition in order to maximize the 
energy. 
 
Denote NP as the number of samples during one data bit, which corresponds to the ratio between the 
sampling frequency and the data bit rate. 
 
P
P B
FsN =  Eq. II-9 
 
The digital I&D filter performs an accumulation over a block of NP samples and outputs the sum with 
a rate NP times slower than the input rate. At the instant tk equal to  
 
P
Pk B
kTsNkt 1... ==  Eq. II-10 
 
where TS is the sampling period and BP is the predetection bandwidth or the data bit rate, the output of 
the digital I&D filter is 
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Eq. II-11 
 
where u is the input signal. We can rewrite it as 
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where boxcar(n) is the box function defined as 
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and where the symbol ⊗  represents the circular or discrete convolution operator. The transfer 
function Box(z) of the boxcar function of length Np is 
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Eq. II-14 
 
The digital I&D predetection filtering is then equivalent to a convolution with the box function taken 
at epoch k.Np. Applying the I&D filter on the input signal is therefore equivalent to filtering and 
under-sampling by Np as shown in Figure II-2. The under-sampling operator is defined by 
 
Npknsampledunder nyky .)()( =− =  Eq. II-15 
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Figure II-2: Digital I&D predetection filter 
 
The frequency dependent transfer function of the digital integrator is obtained by substituting z by 
fje
~2pi in Eq. II-14, so that 
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Eq. II-16 
 
This filter is the digital version of the analog integrator that have a transfer function in sinc.  As an 
illustration, the magnitude of the transfer function of the digital integrator is plotted on Figure II-3 
with a predetection bandwidth of 50Hz and a sampling frequency of 400Hz (for more visibility on the 
figure). 
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Figure II-3: Transfer function of a digital integrator 
 
Under-sampler that follows the digital integrator on model of Figure II-2 will produce aliasing effect 
on filtered signal components that are above the half of the under-sampler frequency (25Hz in the 
example used on Figure II-3), as it is represented by colored sections on Figure II-4. 
 
  
(a) before under-sampling (b) after under-sampling 
Figure II-4: Aliasing effect on I&D transfer function 
 
In the real case, the bandwidth of the PRN signal (and consequently the sampling frequency) is very 
large as compared with the predetection bandwidth, so that it can be assumed that the double 
frequency components of mixed signals of Eq. II-6 and Eq. II-7 are completely suppressed by the 
digital integrators. Output signals of in-phase and quadrate digital I&D filter, denoted as I(k) and Q(k) 
on Figure II-1, are then expressed by  
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Eq. II-18 
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where 
 
)()()( nnn INOUT φφφ −=∆  Eq. II-19 
 
is the carrier phase error given at the sampling rate. 
 
The usual assumption to simplify expressions of signals I and Q is to consider that the carrier phase 
error is constant during the predetection interval, so that 
 
( )[ ]NpkNpknforkn .,1.1)()( +−∈∆=∆ ϕφ  Eq. II-20 
 
Recall that n is used to index samples at the sampling frequency rate while k is used to index samples 
at the predetection bandwidth rate. Under this assumption, expressions of I and Q signals become 
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Eq. II-22 
 
When the loop is locked on the incoming signal, the difference between the received and local signal 
phases is close to zero. Then, as shown in Appendix II-1, sine and cosine functions can be 
approximated by their lowest order polynomial representations, which are 0 for the cosine and 1 for 
the sine. So, under the assumption that ∆φ(n) stays close to zero, I and Q signals can be approximated 
by 
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where ∆φ(k) denotes the averaged value over the kth integration interval of the phase error ∆φ(n), 
which is expressed as 
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As a conclusion, close to the lock point, I signal is proportional with the total power of the mixed 
signal and Q signal is proportional with the averaged value over the predetection interval of the error 
of phase synchronization. 
 
Table II-1 summarizes the different expressions of I and Q signals as a function of the different 
assumptions. 
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Assumptions Expressions 
General expression, 
valid in all case 
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The error function is approximated by 
its averaged value over the predetection 
interval 
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The error function is approximated by 
its averaged value over the predetection 
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Table II-1: Different approximations of I and Q expressions under different assumptions 
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II.1.3 Phase discriminators 
 
The aim of the carrier phase discriminator is to provide a signal that is proportional with the 
synchronization error between local and received signals. This error measurement is derived from I&D 
output signals. The most popular discriminators are provided on Table II-2 (from [Kaplan-96]). Each 
of them has special properties. 
 
 
Name Algorithm Error signal e(k) Main properties 
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Table II-2: Common carrier phase discriminator 
 
Note that the expressions of the error signal provided by the different discriminators are derived under 
the assumption that the phase error function ∆φ(n) is constant or approximated by its averaged value 
over the considered predetection interval. Consequently, the considered expressions of I(k) and Q(k) 
on Table II-2 are them of Eq. II-21 and Eq. II-22 which are recalled below: 
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under the assumption that 
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Normalized transfer functions of the common carrier phase discriminators of Table II-2 have been 
plotted on Figure II-5. 
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Figure II-5: Normalized transfer functions of common carrier phase discriminators 
 
 
II.1.4 Loop filtering 
 
The aim of the loop filter is to provide an adapted command to the local carrier generator in order to 
compensate the synchronization error measured by the discriminator. As for automatic enslaved 
systems, the loop filter of the PLL is composed of the sum of different order weighted digital 
integrators. The general expression of the transfer function of a digital integrator of order n is 
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Transfer functions of first, second and third order digital integrators are given in Table II-3. 
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Table II-3: Transfer functions of first, second and third order digital integrators 
 
The transfer function FN(z) of a loop filter of order N is the weighted sum of order 0 to N digital 
integrators, then 
 
∆φ(k) (in radians) 
Error 
signal 
Phase error (in radians) 
Normalized 
error signal 
 
 (in radians) 
Product 
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where Hn(z) is the transfer function of the nth order digital integrator given in Eq. II-29, and where the 
set of coefficients {kn}n=0toN  are the weighting coefficients. Loop filter transfer function can be written 
as a rational function as 
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where the coefficients {bn}n=0toN are linear functions of the coefficients {kn}n=0toN. For many 
conveniences, we will consider expression of Eq. II-31 in following parts of the manuscript. Properties 
of the loop depend on the order and on the coefficients of the loop filter, which are set by the user. 
Properties of the loop are derived from a linear model and will be treated in detail in the Section 
Chapter III  of the manuscript. 
 
II.1.5 Local signals generation 
 
Local signals are generated using Numerically Controlled Oscillators (NCO). NCOs provide signals 
with an instantaneous normalized frequency )(~ nf NCO that is the sum of its nominal frequency and a 
component that is proportional with a command signal c(n) so that 
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where KNCO is a constant that is called the gain of the NCO. As the frequency is the derivative of the 
phase, local signals provided by the NCOs will be 
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where  
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Note that transfer function (in the z-plane) that gives the local phase as a function of the command 
signal is 
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Eq. II-36 
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II.1.6 Data demodulation 
 
Data is extracted from the I and Q signals. Recall that under the assumption that the phase error 
function ∆φ(n) is approximated by its averaged value ∆φ(k) over the considered predetection interval, 
expressions of I(k) and Q(k) are 
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Eq. II-38 
 
where D(k) is the –1 or +1 data value over the kth predetection interval. Define the complex number 
Z(k) as 
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Z(k) depends on the value of the data D(k) and is able to have the two different values  Z+ and Z- 
defined as 
 
Eq. II-40 
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Eq. II-41 
 
Z+ and Z- are plotted on Figure II-6. 
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Figure II-6: Complex representation of I and Q for D(k)=+1 or –1 (BPSK modulation) 
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The general technique to extract the data is to perform a rotation in the complex plane of an angle 
equal to −∆φ(k) on Z(k), and to observe the sign of the result of the rotation. Let’s denote as ZROT(k) the 
result of the rotation of Z(k), then 
 
)(.).()( kjROT ekZkZ φ∆−=  Eq. II-42 
 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ))(sin.)(cos)(.)()( kjkkQjkIkZ ROT φφ ∆−∆⋅+=  Eq. II-43 
 
Finally, its real part IROT(k) and its imaginary part QROT(k) are then equal to 
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Eq. II-45 
 
If D(k) is equal to +1 then ZROT(k) takes the value ZROT+ on Figure II-6, and takes the value ZROT- if the 
data is equal to –1. As a consequence, the value of the data is finally detected by observing the sign of 
the real part of the complex ZROT(k), and 
 
[ ])()(ˆ kISignkD ROT=  Eq. II-46 
 
An estimation of the phase error is necessary to perform this rotation. The rotation is not necessary 
when the PLL is locked without phase bias on the received signal. 
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II.2 Code tracking with Delay Lock Loops 
 
A Delay Lock Loop is a feedback system that is able to track the phase of a pseudo-random noise 
(PRN) signal. A DLL is able to synchronize its own local PRN replica with the incoming PRN signal, 
so that pseudorange measurements can be derived from measurements of the local code phase register.  
 
The architecture of a DLL is shown on Figure II-7. A DLL is based on correlation properties of PRN 
codes so that correlation measurements between received signal and local replicas have to be 
performed in order to provide a synchronization error signal to the feedback process. This error signal 
is then filtered by the loop filter to provide a control signal to correct the phase of the local code. 
 
Expression of the noiseless received signal is 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )ttfttpnttDCtS ININININ φpiττ +−−= ..2sin...2 0  Eq. II-47 
 
where: 
 
• C is the power of the received signal that depends on the propagation channel and on the antenna 
gain properties; 
• D(t) is the navigation data flow that takes +1 or –1 values (NRZ modulation); 
• pn(t) is the PRN signal;  
• τIN(t) is the phase of the incoming code; 
• f0 is the carrier frequency; 
• φIN(t) is the phase of the incoming carrier; 
The sampled version of the received signal is 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )TsnnfttpnttDCTsnS INTsntINININ ..~.2sin...2. 0. φpiττ +−−= =  Eq. II-48 
 
where Ts is the sampling period. 
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Figure II-7: Sequential model of a delay lock loop 
 
II.2.1 Code correlators 
 
Correlators provides correlation measurements between the received PRN signal and prompt, 
advanced and delayed replicas. Expression of the local replicas are 
 
( ) ( )
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ttpnTsnpn
.
2
.
=






+−= τ  Eq. II-49 
( ) ( )( )
TsntOUTP ttpnTsnpn .. =−= τ  Eq. II-50 
( ) ( )
Tsnt
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Cs
ttpnTsnpn
.
2
.
=






−−= τ  Eq. II-51 
 
where 
• τOUT is the local prompt replica code phase; 
• Cs is the Chip-Spacing, which is defined as the delay between the advanced and delayed replicas. 
 
After having mixed the received signal with the local in-phase and quadrate local carrier (given in Eq. 
II-4 and Eq. II-5), correlation measurements are performed by multiplying the resulting baseband 
signals by the local code replicas and by applying I&D filters.  
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Assuming that the data is constant during the predetection interval, that the code and carrier phase 
error are constant over the considered predetection interval, and that the double frequency components 
are suppressed by the I&D filters, correlator outputs of Figure II-7 for the kth predetection interval of 
Tp seconds are expressed by 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )φτ ∆∆= cos..... pnP RNpkDCTpkI  Eq. II-52 
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
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2
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

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+∆= cos.
2
....
CsRNpkDCTpkI pnP  Eq. II-54 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )φτ ∆∆= sin..... pnP RNpkDCTpkQ  Eq. II-55 
( ) ( ) ( )φτ ∆





−∆= sin.
2
....
CsRNpkDCTpkQ pnE  Eq. II-56 
( ) ( ) ( )φτ ∆





+∆= sin.
2
....
CsRNpkDCTpkQ pnP  Eq. II-57 
 
where 
 
• Tp is the predetection interval expressed in seconds; 
• ∆τ is the difference between the phase of the prompt local code and the received one, so that 
 
INOUT τττ −=∆  Eq. II-58 
 
• ∆φ is the carrier phase error; 
• Rpn(τ) is the correlation function of the PRN signal (as derived in Section I.2.2.2). 
 
II.2.2 Code phase discriminators 
 
Code phase discriminators are able to provide measurements of the error of the synchronization 
between the received PRN signal and the locally generated version. Code phase error is derived from 
prompt, early and late correlation measurements. As shown on Appendix I-2, correlation function of 
an infinite bandwidth PRN signal is 
 

∞
−∞=
−=
m
CTseqpn TmTrimRR C ).().()( ττ  
Eq. II-59 
 
where Tri(.) is the triangle function defined as 
 
elsewhere
Tif
TTri CCTC
0
1)( ≤−= τ
τ
τ  
Eq. II-60 
 
where Rseq(m) is the autocorrelation function of the Nseq-periodic PRN sequence defined as  
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mkk
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seq ccN
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Eq. II-61 
 
Non-linear combinations of the prompt/early/late correlation measurements provided by the code 
correlators (Eq. II-52 to Eq. II-57) allow to obtain signals that are proportional with the true phase 
error between received and local prompt code. Common discriminators are given in Table II-4 with 
their respective gains and linear range ([Kaplan-96]). 
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Table II-4: Common code discriminators 
Common code discriminator normalized error signals are plotted on Figure II-8 as a function of the 
true code phase error for ½ chip of chip-spacing. 
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Figure II-8: Code discriminator transfer function (with a chip-spacing equal to ½ chip) 
 
II.2.3 Loop filtering 
 
As for the PLL, the aim of the DLL loop filter is to provide an adapted command to the local carrier 
generator in order to compensate the synchronization error measured by the discriminator. All notes 
about loop filtering for PLL given in Section II.1.4 are also true for DLL. 
 
II.2.4 Local code generation 
 
Local codes are generated using a NCO to clock the PRN sequence generator. In the C/A GPS case, 
Gold sequences are constructed by a mixing of specific relative phases of preferred pair of maximal 
length sequences that are physically generated using shift registers. The nominal frequency of the 
NCO is chosen equal to the chip rate of the code, so that one cycle in the NCO corresponds to one chip 
of code. Then, the relation between the phase of the code and the phase of the NCO is 
 
( )nTn c φ
pi
τ ⋅=
2
)(  Eq. II-62 
 
NCO provides a signal with an instantaneous normalized frequency )(~ nf NCO that is the sum of its 
nominal frequency and a component that is proportional with a command signal c(n) so that 
 
)(.)(~ ncK
Fs
R
nf NCOcNCO +=  Eq. II-63 
 
where cR  is the code chip rate (in chip/s), Fs is the sampling frequency and KNCO is the gain of the 
NCO. The sampling rate must not be an integer multiple of the code rate in order to avoid the 
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synchronism with the code frequency. The full synchronism turns the normally triangular 
autocorrelation function into a rectangle. As the frequency is the derivative of the phase, clock signal 
provided by the NCO is 
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where  
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Inserting Eq. II-65 in Eq. II-62 gives expression of the code phase as a function of the command 
signal, so 
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Eq. II-66 
 
Note that transfer function (in the z-plane) that gives the local phase as a function of the command 
signal is 
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Eq. II-67 
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II.3 Simultaneous code and carrier phase tracking lock 
loops 
 
In real receiver, code and carrier are tracked simultaneously. Inclusion of the PLL shown on Figure 
II-1 in the DLL shown on Figure II-7 results on the global architecture of the Figure II-9. 
 
 
 
Figure II-9: Code and carrier phase tracking lock loops 
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II.4 Gaussian noise in the loops 
 
Received signal affected by noise is expressed as 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )tnttfttpnttDCtS ININININ ++−−= φpiττ ..2sin...2 0  Eq. II-68 
 
where n(t) is assumed to be a Gaussian white noise so that its correlation function is 
 
( ) ( )τδτ
2
0NRn =  Eq. II-69 
  
and its bilateral power spectral density is 
 
( )
2
0NfSn =  Eq. II-70 
 
II.4.1 RF filtering effect 
 
Let’s denote as )(~ tn  the noise resulting of the filtering of n(t) by the RF filter of the receiver. The 
PSD of the filtered noise is then 
 
( ) ( )fSNfS RFn ⋅= 2
0
~  
Eq. II-71 
 
where SRF(f) is the frequency response (in power) of the RF filter, and its correlation function is 
 
( ) ( )ττ RFn RNR ⋅= 2
0
~  
Eq. II-72 
 
where RRF(τ) is the correlation function of the impulse response of the RF filter. 
 
RF filter is a band-pass filter centered on the carrier frequency f0. Its bilateral frequency response 
SRF(f) can be expressed as a function of its equivalent low-pass version SLP(f) translated around the 
central frequency as 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )002
1 ffSffSfS LPLPRF ++−⋅=  Eq. II-73 
 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )002
1 fffffSfS LPRF ++−∗⋅= δδ  Eq. II-74 
 
where the star denotes the convolution product. Corresponding correlation function is then 
 
( ) ( ) ( )τpiττ ..2cos. 0fRR LPRF =  Eq. II-75 
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Correlation function of the filtered noise is then 
 
( ) ( ) ( )τpiττ ..2cos.
2 0
0
~ fRNR LPn ⋅=  Eq. II-76 
 
II.4.2 In-phase and quadrate baseband noises 
 
Denote nI(t) and nQ(t) as the noises that result from the mixing with the local in-phase and quadrate 
carrier. Their expressions are 
 
( ) ( ) ( )OUTI tftntn φpi += ..2sin.2.~ 0  Eq. II-77 
( ) ( ) ( )OUTQ tftntn φpi += ..2cos.2.~ 0  Eq. II-78 
 
As detailed in Appendix II-2, the correlation functions of these noises are given by 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )τpiτττ ..4cos1
4 0
0 fRNRR LPnn QI +⋅⋅==  Eq. II-79 
 
The PSD of the resulting noises are 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )0000 84 ffSffS
NfSNfSfS LPLPLPnn QI ++−⋅+⋅==  Eq. II-80 
 
Indeed, as shown in Appendix II-2,  
 
( ) 00 =
QI nn
R  Eq. II-81 
 
meaning that noises on I and Q channels are uncorrelated whatever the bandwidth of the RF filter is. 
 
 
Note that in the particular case of an infinite bandwidth RF filter, we have 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) 1=⇔= fSR LPLP τδτ  Eq. II-82 
 
then 
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Eq. II-83 
 
and 
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Eq. II-84 
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II.4.3 Correlator output noises 
 
Consider the in-phase prompt correlator. The noise sample at the output of the I&D filter at epoch k.Tp 
can be expressed as a convolution product as 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
TpktOUTIDIIPTpktIP tpntnthkntn .&. . == −∗== τ  Eq. II-85 
 
where 
 
( ) )(& trectth PTDI =  Eq. II-86 
 
is the impulse response of the I&D filter with 
 
elsewhere
Ttif
trect PTP 0
01)( ≤≤=  Eq. II-87 
 
As detailed in Appendix II-2, the correlation function of the noise at the output of the I&D filter, 
assuming infinite bandwidth (when the bandwidth of the RF filter is very large as compared with the 
bandwidth of the I&D filter, the incoming noise nI  appears like a very wide-band noise) is given by 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )mTpNmTpRNmR pnnIP δδ .2..0.2
00
==  
Eq. II-88 
 
This result shows that, assuming infinite bandwidth, successive noise samples are uncorrelated with 
each other so that it is a white noise process with a constant bilateral power spectral density equal to 
 
( ) TpNfS
IPn 2
0
=  
Eq. II-89 
 
Using the same calculation method as the one used in Appendix II-2, we can show that early and late 
correlator output noise process have the same correlation and PSD properties as the prompt one. Cross 
correlation functions can also be obtained using the same method. We shown that, assuming infinite 
bandwidth: 
 
( ) ( )mTpCsRNmR pnnn IEIP δ..2.2
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Eq. II-90 
( ) ( )mTpCsRNmR pnnn ILIP δ..2.2
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−=  
Eq. II-91 
( ) ( ) ( )mTpCsRNmR pnnn IEIL δ...2
0
=  
Eq. II-92 
 
These relations show that correlation level between prompt, early and late correlator noise process 
depends on the used chip spacing. Noise process are all the more correlated since the chip-spacing is 
weak. 
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Appendix II-1: Series expansions of sine and cosine 
functions 
 
 
In a most general way, when the carrier phase error is not assumed to be constant, I&D output signals 
can be expressed as infinite order polynomials by using infinite series expansions of the sine and 
cosine functions. These series are (from [Handbook-70], p74) 
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Eq. II-94 
 
I and Q signals are then expressed as infinite order polynomials as 
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Eq. II-98 
 
The approximations of I and Q by finite series (finite order polynomials) depends on the range of 
values of the function ∆φ(n). As an illustration, Figure II-10 and Figure II-11 show how the sine and 
cosine functions are approximated as a function of the order of the series of Eq. II-99 and Eq. II-100. 
Between –pi and pi (range of an extented artangent discriminator, as it will see in the next sub-section), 
the cosine is very well approximated by a polynomial function of order 8, which is 
!8!6!4!2
1)cos(
8642 xxxx
x +−+−≈  Eq. II-99 
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Figure II-10: Different order polynomial approximation of cos(x) between –pi and pi 
 
and the sine function is very well approximated by a polynomial function of order 7, which is 
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Figure II-11: Different order polynomial approximation of sin(x) between –pi and pi 
 
In the range [-pi/2,pi/2] (range of a simple arctangent discriminator), the polynomial approximations 
could be reduced to the 2nd or 4th order for the cosine, and to the 3rd or 5th order for the sine.  
 
When the loop is locked on the incoming signal, the difference between the received and local signal 
phases is close to zero. Then sine and cosine functions can be approximated by their lowest order 
polynomial representations, which are 0 for the cosine and 1 for the sine. So, under the assumption 
that ∆φ(n) stays close to zero, I and Q signals can be approximated by 
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Eq. II-101 
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where ∆φ(k) denotes the averaged value over the kth integration interval of the phase error ∆φ(n), 
which is expressed as 
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As a conclusion, close to the lock point, I signal is proportional with the total power of the mixed 
signal and Q signal is proportional with the averaged value over the predetection interval of the error 
of phase synchronization. 
 
Table II-1 summarizes the different expressions of I and Q signals as a function of the different 
assumptions. 
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Good approximation in the range 
[-pi,pi] with finite series expansions 
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The error function is approximated by 
its averaged value over the predetection 
interval 
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The error function is approximated by 
its averaged value over the predetection 
interval and is close to zero 
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Table II-5: Different approximations of I and Q expressions under different assumptions 
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Appendix II-2: Gaussian noise in the loops 
 
Received signal affected by noise is expressed as 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )tnttfttpnttDCtS ININININ ++−−= φpiττ ..2sin...2 0  Eq. II-104 
 
where n(t) is assumed to be a Gaussian white noise so that its correlation function is 
 
( ) ( )τδτ
2
0NRn =  Eq. II-105 
  
and its bilateral power spectral density is 
 
( )
2
0NfSn =  Eq. II-106 
 
RF filtering effect 
 
Let’s denote as )(~ tn  the noise resulting of the filtering of n(t) by the RF filter of the receiver. The 
PSD of the filtered noise is then 
 
( ) ( )fSNfS RFn ⋅= 2
0
~  
Eq. II-107 
 
where SRF(f) is the frequency response (in power) of the RF filter, and its correlation function is 
 
( ) ( )ττ RFn RNR ⋅= 2
0
~  
Eq. II-108 
 
where RRF(τ) is the correlation function of the impulse response of the RF filter. 
 
RF filter is a bandpass filter centered on the carrier frequency f0. Its bilateral frequency response SRF(f) 
can be expressed as a function of its equivalent lowpass version SLP(f) translated around the central 
frequency as 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )002
1 ffSffSfS LPLPRF ++−⋅=  Eq. II-109 
 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )002
1 fffffSfS LPRF ++−∗⋅= δδ  Eq. II-110 
 
where the star denotes the convolution product. Corresponding correlation function is then 
 
( ) ( ) ( )τpiττ ..2cos. 0fRR LPRF =  Eq. II-111 
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Correlation function of the filtered noise is then 
 
( ) ( ) ( )τpiττ ..2cos.
2 0
0
~ fRNR LPn ⋅=  Eq. II-112 
 
 
In-phase and quadrate baseband noises 
 
Denote nI(t) and nQ(t) as the noises that result from the mixing with the local in-phase and quadrate 
carrier. Their expressions are 
 
( ) ( ) ( )OUTI tftntn φpi += ..2sin.2.~ 0  Eq. II-113 
( ) ( ) ( )OUTQ tftntn φpi += ..2cos.2.~ 0  Eq. II-114 
 
Correlation functions of these noises are given by 
 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]ττ −= tntnER IInI .  Eq. II-115 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]ττ −= tntnER QQnQ .  Eq. II-116 
 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]OUTOUTn tftftntnER I φτpiφpiττ +−+−= ..2sin...2sin.~.~.2 00  Eq. II-117 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]OUTOUTn tftftntnER Q φτpiφpiττ +−+−= ..2cos...2cos.~.~.2 00  Eq. II-118 
 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ττpiττ nnn RfRR QI ~0 ...2cos==  Eq. II-119 
 
and, according to the expression of the filtered noise correlation function, we have 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )τpiτpiτττ ..2cos..2cos.
2 00
0 ffRNRR LPnn QI ⋅==  Eq. II-120 
 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )τpiτττ ..4cos1
4 0
0 fRNRR LPnn QI +⋅⋅==  Eq. II-121 
 
The PSD of the resulting noises are 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )0000 84 ffSffS
NfSNfSfS LPLPLPnn QI ++−⋅+⋅==  Eq. II-122 
 
Note that in the particular case of an infinite bandwidth RF filter, we have 
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( ) ( ) ( ) 1=⇔= fSR LPLP τδτ  Eq. II-123 
 
then 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )τδτpiτδττ ⋅=+⋅⋅==
∞∞ 2
..4cos1
4
0
0
0 NfNRR
QI nn
 
Eq. II-124 
 
and 
 
( ) ( )
2
0NfSfS
QI nn
==
∞∞
 
Eq. II-125 
 
Correlation level between in-phase and quadrate noises is given by the value of the cross correlation 
function on zero, which is 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]OUTOUTnn tftftntnER QI φτpiφpiττ +−+−= ..2cos...2sin.~.~.2 00  Eq. II-126 
 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )τpiτpiτττpiτ ..2sin..2cos.
2
...2sin 000~0 ffR
N
RfR LPnnn QI ⋅==  Eq. II-127 
 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( )τpiττ ..4sin.
4 0
0 fRNR LPnn QI ⋅=  Eq. II-128 
 
Then 
 
( ) 00 =
QI nn
R  Eq. II-129 
 
This result shows that the noises on I and Q channels are uncorrelated whatever the bandwidth of the 
RF filter. 
 
 
Correlator output noises 
 
Consider the in-phase prompt correlator. The noise sample at the output of the I&D filter at epoch k.Tp 
can be expressed as a convolution product as 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
TpktOUTIDIIPTpktIP tpntnthkntn .&. . == −∗== τ  Eq. II-130 
 
where 
 
( ) )(& trectth PTDI =  Eq. II-131 
 
is the impulse response of the I&D filter with 
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elsewhere
Ttif
trect PTP 0
01)( ≤≤=  Eq. II-132 
 
The convolution product of Eq. II-85 can be expressed as 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
ℜ
=
−−−== duuTpkpnuTpknuhkntn OUTIDIIPTpktIP .....&. τ  Eq. II-133 
 
Correlation function of this noise process is defined as 
 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]lnknElkR IPIPnIP *., =  Eq. II-134 
 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
	
	







−−−−−−= 
ℜ ℜ
dvduvTplpnuTpkpnvTplnuTpknvhuhElkR OUTOUTIIDIDInIP ..........., && ττ
 
 Eq. II-135 
 
where E[.] denotes the expected value operator. As the noise and the code are statistically independent, 
we have 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]
ℜ ℜ
−−−−−−= dvduvTplpnuTpkpnEvTplnuTpknEvhuhlkR OUTOUTIIDIDInIP ..........., && ττ  
 Eq. II-136 
 
where 
 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )( )vuTplkRvTplnuTpknE
InII
−−−=−− ...  Eq. II-137 
 
and 
 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )( )vuTplkRvTplpnuTpkpnE pn −−−=−−−− ττ ˆ..ˆ.  Eq. II-138 
 
As the bandwidth of the RF filter is very large as compared with the bandwidth of the I&D filter, the 
incoming noise nI  appears as wide band noise, so 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )vuTplkNvuTplkR
In
−−−=−−− δ
2
0
 
Eq. II-139 
 
This correlation function is different of zero only when 
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( )Tplkuv −−=  Eq. II-140 
 
Inserting Eq. II-138, Eq. II-139 and Eq. II-140 in Eq. II-136 gives 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
ℜ ℜ
−−−−−= dvduvuTplkTplkuhuhRNlkR DIDIpnnIP ....0.2
, &&
0 δ  Eq. II-141 
 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
ℜ
−−= duTplkuhuhRNlkR DIDIpnnIP ..0.2
, &&
0
 
Eq. II-142 
 
 
Thus, this noise is stationary and only depends on m=k-l: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
ℜ
−= duTpmuhuhRNmR DIDIpnnIP ...0.2 &&
0
 
Eq. II-143 
 
According to the expression of the impulse response of the I&D filter given in Eq. II-86, we have 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
elsewhere
kifTp
duTpmurecturectRNmR TpTppnnIP 0
0
...0.
2
0 =
=−= 
ℜ
 
Eq. II-144 
 
Consequently, the correlation function of the I&D output noise, assuming infinite bandwidth,  is given 
by 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )mTpNmTpRNmR pnnIP δδ .2..0.2
00
==  
Eq. II-145 
 
This result shows that, assuming infinite bandwidth, successive noise samples are uncorrelated with 
each other so that it is a white noise process with a constant bilateral power spectral density equal to 
 
( ) TpNfS
IPn 2
0
=  
Eq. II-146 
 
Using the same calculation method, we can show that early and late correlator output noise process 
have the same correlation and PSD properties as the prompt one. Cross correlation functions can also 
be obtained using the same method. We shown that, assuming infinite bandwidth: 
 
( ) ( )mTpCsRNmR pnnn IEIP δ..2.2
0 





=  
Eq. II-147 
( ) ( )mTpCsRNmR pnnn ILIP δ..2.2
0 





−=  
Eq. II-148 
( ) ( ) ( )mTpCsRNmR pnnn IEIL δ...2
0
=  
Eq. II-149 
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These relations show that correlation level between prompt, early and late correlator noise process 
depends on the used chip spacing. Noise process are all the more correlated since the chip-spacing is 
weak. 
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Chapter III  : Sampled phase propagation 
models 
 
 
 
The sample phase propagation model of a loop is defined here as a model that allows to predict the 
evolution of the estimated phase as a function of the phase of the incoming signal and of the loop 
settings. Under linear assumptions, the loop can be viewed as a linear digital filter so that stability, 
transient response, dynamics and noise robustness can be evaluated as a function of the loop setting 
parameters, which are the loop filter and the discriminator. 
 
As seen in the previous Chapter, the PLL and DLL have the same feedback process that is able to 
correct local NCO phase from error measurements provided by their discriminators. This means that 
both systems can be modeled in the same way but using different gains and validity domains of the 
discriminator models.  
 
This Chapter deals with current linear models and associated properties, and includes a proposed new 
linear model of digital loops including the effect of Integrate & Dump predetection filters on the loop 
response. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapitre III : Modèles discrets de propagation de la phase 
 
 
Basé sur les remarques et descriptions données dans le Chapitre II, le modèle linéaire usuel mono-
cadence décrivant le comportement de la phase estimée par rapport à la phase du signal reçu est 
d’abord décrit, puis un nouveau modèle multi-cadence intégrant l’effet des filtres ‘Integrate & Dump’ 
est développé. Le modèle est progressivement décrit dans le plan z puis simplifié de façon à pouvoir 
être linéarisé. Ce nouveau modèle est validé en comparant les résultats prédits par le modèle à ceux 
donnés par une routine reprenant le modèle séquentiel des boucles. L’influence du bruit et de la 
dynamique sur la boucle est alors évaluée à partir du nouveau modèle. Des expressions théoriques de 
l’erreur en fonction des coefficients des filtres de boucle sont données pour différents ordres de boucle 
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III.1 Traditional digital constant-rate model 
 
A linear model of digital PLL has been derived by W.C. Lindsey and C.M. Chie in [Lindsey-81]. This 
model neglects the effect of the predetection filters by assuming that the time constant of the closed 
loop is very large as compared with the predetection period. 
III.1.1 Generic closed loop model 
 
A generic closed loop model is given on Figure III-1. It is composed of the discriminator that provides 
an error signal, of the loop filter and the NCO. Models of each device are derived from the sequential 
description of the loops given in Chapter II , and are given in next subsections. 
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Figure III-1: Generic closed loop model of digital lock loops 
III.1.1.1 Model of the discriminator 
 
III.1.1.1.1 Generic non-linear model 
 
A generic non-linear model of the discriminator is shown on Figure III-2. The gain and non-linearity 
function depend on the discriminator used. The transfer function of common discriminators have been 
given in Table II-2 (Section II.1.3) for PLL and in Table II-4 (Section II.2.2) for the DLL 
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Figure III-2: Non-linear model of the discriminator 
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III.1.1.1.2 Linear model 
 
It is possible to obtain a linear discriminator model by assuming that the phase error is close to zero, 
assumption being true when the loop is locked without bias. The non-linear function is then 
approximated by its derivative taken at zero. This leads to apply a constant gain to the instantaneous 
tracking phase error, the value of the gain being dependent of the discriminator used. 
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Figure III-3: Linear model of the discriminator 
 
III.1.1.2 Digital loop filter 
 
We have seen in a previous section (Section II.1.4) that the transfer function of an N-1th order digital 
loop filter is 
 
( ) 11
1
0
1
.
)(
−
−
−
=
−
−
=

N
N
n
n
n
z
zb
zF  
Eq. III-1 
 
Where {bn}0..N are the coefficients of the loop filter. This transfer function is able to be inserted in the 
generic closed loop model under the z-transform form of Eq. III-1 since it works on output samples of 
the discriminator. 
 
III.1.1.3 NCO model 
 
As shown in Section II.1.5, the estimated carrier phase is expressed as a function of the PLL NCO 
command signal by 
 

−
=
=
1
0
_
)(.2)(
n
u
PLLNCOOUT ucKn piφ  Eq. III-2 
 
Expressed in the z-plane, the transfer function of the PLL NCO is then 
 
( ) ( )( ) 1
1
__ 1
..2
−
−
−
==
z
zK
zc
z
zH PLLNCO
OUT
PLLNCO pi
φ
 
Eq. III-3 
 
Expression of the code phase of the local prompt code generator of the DLL is (from Section II.2.4) 
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
−
=
=
1
0
_
)(.)(
n
u
DLLNCOcOUT ucKTnτ  Eq. III-4 
 
Transfer function in the z-plane is then 
 
( ) ( )( ) 1
1
__ 1
..
−
−
−
==
z
zKT
zc
z
zH DLLNCOc
OUT
DLLNCO
τ
 
Eq. III-5 
 
Finally, the generic model of the local carrier generator and of the local prompt code generator is 
 
( ) 1
1
1
.
−
−
−
=
z
zKzH NCONCO  
Eq. III-6 
 
where the gain KNCO must be chosen as a function of the considered tracking loop as 
 
PLLNCONCO KK _.2pi=        for the PLL model Eq. III-7 
DLLNCOcNCO KTK _.=        for the DLL model Eq. III-8 
 
III.1.2 Linear closed loop model 
 
Closed loop linear model is obtained using the linear model of the discriminator (Section III.1.1.1.2) 
and the model of the NCO (Section III.1.1.3). Under the linear assumption on the discriminator, the 
generic closed loop model shown on Figure III-1 is then equivalent to the linear model of Figure III-4, 
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Figure III-4: Linear model of a digital DLL or PLL 
 
where K denotes the product of the discriminator and of the NCO gains, and where θIN(k) and θOUT(k) 
denote the phase of the incoming and replica signals for more convenience, which can be carrier or 
code signals: 
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Eq. III-9 
 
 
III.1.3 Linear transfer functions 
 
Closed loop linear transfer functions, which allow to completely characterize the comportment of the 
loop in terms of stability, transient response and robustness against noise, are obtained using the linear 
model described in the previous section.  
 
The evolution of the estimated phase as a function of the phase of the received signal is completely 
characterized by the transfer function H(z) defined as 
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[ ] ( ) 1
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Eq. III-10 
 
Note that this model is only valid if the discriminator works in its linear range. It means that the error 
signal e(k) must stay in a certain range. The error signal can be characterized as a function of the input 
phase by the error signal transfer function E(z) defined as 
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( ) 1
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Eq. III-11 
 
By inserting the transfer function of the N-1th order loop filter, we obtain 
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Eq. III-12 
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zE  Eq. III-13 
 
Note that the relationship between both transfer functions is given by: 
 
K
zE
zH )(1)( −=  Eq. III-14 
 
This expression well shows that the output (the estimated phase) of the system becomes equal to its 
input (phase of the received signal) when the tracking error in the loop (represented by E(z)) becomes 
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null, meaning that the loop is well lock on the received signal and that the phase of the local NCO is 
the image of the received signal one. 
 
Modeled as an invariant linear system characterized by transfer functions, the loop is then equivalent 
to a infinite impulse response (IIR) digital filter, filtering the apparent phase of the received signal plus 
noise. 
 
Properties such as stability, robustness against thermal noise or transient response of the loop will 
depend on the position of the poles of the transfer functions. Expressions have been derived and can be 
find in [Lindsey-81] and [Osborne-80]. Indeed, Appendix III-2 gives input to express the loop filter 
coefficients as a function of the poles of the loop transfer function. 
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III.2 Proposed multi-rate model including Integrate & Dump 
predetection filters 
 
In a more general case, the time constant of the closed loop can be chosen independently of the 
predetection integration time, so that assumption of the usual model is not valid anymore. It is the case 
when the loop has to track high dynamics signals. To be sufficiently reactive, the loop has to be set 
with a small time constant (or large loop bandwidth). In this case, the I&D predetection filters cannot 
be neglected in the model because they have an effect on the transfer function of the loop, and 
consequently on its properties. 
 
III.2.1 Description of the model 
 
III.2.1.1 Generic closed loop model 
 
The generic closed loop model given on Figure III-1 is also valid here. The difference between 
traditional and multi-rate models will basically be in the form of the discriminator. Indeed, multi-rate 
operations due to the difference between the sampling frequency and the operational rate in loop 
(usually corresponding with the predetection bandwidth) have to be taken into account. 
III.2.1.2 Model of the discriminator including the I&D predetection filters 
 
Under the assumption that the real phase error function stays close to its averaged value during the 
predetection interval, we have seen in section II.1.2 that the discrimination signal can be assumed as a 
function of this averaged value. Denote fD as the transfer function of the discriminator, the error signal 
is then 
 
[ ])()( kfke D θ∆=  Eq. III-15 
 
where ∆θ(k) is the averaged value of the NP real phase error function samples over the kth predetection 
interval, and 
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−−−=∆
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Eq. III-16 
 
The function fD is a non linear function that depends on the discriminator used. The averaged value 
operator can be modeled as a digital integrator followed by a down-sampling operator. In a more 
general case, the sample rate of the loop is able to be different than the predetection filter length, as it 
is when the filters are sliding integrators. Let’s assume that the integration interval is equal to NP 
samples and that the under-sampling factor is equal to M, the discriminator can be modeled as it is 
shown in Figure III-5. 
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Figure III-5: Model of the discriminator 
 
The parameter NP sets the predetection bandwidth while M sets the refreshing rate of the loop. The 
predetection bandwidth is then given by the ratio between the sampling frequency and NP, and the 
refreshing rate is equal to the ratio between the sampling frequency and M. 
 
III.2.1.3 Model of the NCO with a held command signal 
 
In order to model the NCO of the PLL or the code generator of the DLL, we need to take into account 
that the command is held during the predetection process. The hold process can be modeled as an 
over-sampling followed by an integrator with a finite length. As we have seen in a previous section 
that deals with the model of a NCO, the held signal is then integrated in order to generate the 
estimated phase as it is shown on Figure III-6. 
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Figure III-6: Model of the NCO with a held command signal 
III.2.1.4 Closed loop model 
 
The model shown on Figure III-7 includes models of the discriminator, the loop filter and the NCO 
defined previously in the generic closed loop model. 
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Figure III-7: Model of a digital loop including the predetection filters 
 
The few manipulations detailed in Appendix III-1 lead to the simplified model shown on Figure III-8 
just below, 
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Figure III-8: Simplified generic model of a multi-rate digital lock loop 
where the transfer function of the NCO HNCO(z) is given by (as detailed in Appendix III-1) 
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Eq. III-17 
 
where the normalized predetection bandwidth is equal to 1/NP,  KNCO is the gain of the NCO, and 
where the normalized refreshment frequency in the loop is equal to 1/M. Note that this transfer 
function characterizes the averaged value of the estimated phase as a function of the command signal 
provided by the loop filter. 
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Many particular cases can be described: 
 
• M = NP 
 
This is the most useful case. The predetection filters are assumed to be Integrate and Dump filters. The 
refresh frequency of the loop is the same as the predetection bandwidth. In this case, the expression of 
HNCO(z) of Eq. III-103 becomes  
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Eq. III-18 
 
• M = NP = 1 
 
In this case, the loop is not a multi-rate system and we find the same result as the one described in 
Section III.1. In this case we have 
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Eq. III-19 
 
• M = NP and NP  >> 1 
 
The condition NP >> 1 means that the predetection bandwidth is very small as compared with the 
sampling frequency. This particular condition allowed us to simplify the expression of HNCO(z) given 
for the first particular case on Eq. III-18. This expression becomes 
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Eq. III-20 
 
This condition is usually satisfied because the predetection bandwidth is chosen to be equal to the data 
bit rate (50Hz for GPS) while the sampling frequency is greater than the width of the main lobe of the 
spreading code (2MHz for the GPS C/A code). As a consequence, we will use the latest simplified 
expression of Eq. III-20 in the model of the loop. Finally, we obtain the simplified multi-rate model 
shown on Figure III-9. Note that under this assumption, the signal c4(k) is the averaged value of the 
estimated phase θOUT(n) over the kth predetection interval. On Figure III-9, the averaged value of a 
variable over the predetection interval is denoted with a line above it. As an example, the averaged 
value of the incoming signal phase θIN(n) is defined as 
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Figure III-9: Simplified model of a lock loop including I&D predetection filters 
 
Note that if the loop works in the linear range of the discriminator, the function fD becomes a constant 
gain that depends on the discriminator used. The gains of the common discriminator have been given 
in Chapter II . Under this assumption, the model of Figure III-9 becomes a linear model and can be 
characterized by transfer functions. 
 
III.2.1.5 Linear transfer functions as a function of the loop filter order 
 
Loop filter of order N is modeled as an IIR filter characterized by the set of N+1 coefficients {bk}k = 0 to 
N. Its transfer function is 
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Eq. III-22 
 
Within the linear range, the discrimination function is assumed to be a constant gain, so 
 
( )[ ] ( ) )(. kekKkf DD =∆=∆ θθ  Eq. III-23 
 
where KD is the gain of the discriminator used. The transfer function of the closed loop part of the 
model of Figure III-9 is defined as 
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while the normalized error transfer function is given by 
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Note that according to Figure III-9, Eq. III-25 and Eq. III-24 we have 
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Eq. III-26 
 
Formal expressions of both linear transfer functions have been derived in Appendix III-4 in the usual 
case where the predetection bandwidth is small as compared to the sampling frequency and where the 
loop works with I&D predetection filters (the refreshment frequency of the loop is then equal to the 
predetection bandwidth). Resulting expressions are given just below as a function of the loop filter 
order N, where K denotes the product of the discriminator gain with the NCO gain: 
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The generic expressions of both transfer functions are then (as detailed in Appendix III-4): 
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and 
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Note that the order of the transfer functions is increased by 2 as compared with the order of the loop 
filter. Remember that for the usual constant-rate model, the order of the transfer functions was only 
increased by 1. The difference between the two models is basically due to the fact that we have 
considered the effect of the Integrate and Dump predetection filter on the feedback process. 
 
III.2.1.6 Validation of the new linear model 
 
The validation of the new model has been performed by comparing signal observations between a 
software sequential PLL and our equivalent model for different loop filter settings. A schematic 
representation is shown in Figure III-10. 
 
We have compared the signal eSEQ(k) provided by the Atan2 discriminator of the sequential loop with 
the signal eLIN(k) computed by the direct filtering of the incoming sampled signal phase θIN(n) by the 
filter E(z) and multiply by the discriminator gain KD (which is equal to 1 in the case of the Atan2 
discriminator). We have also computed the error signal provided by the usual constant-rate model of 
Lindsey & Chie in order to compare the performances of the two models. 
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Figure III-10: Schematic representation of the validation routine of the new model including I&D 
predetection filters 
 
The phase of the incoming signal plotted on Figure III-11 is chosen to be a rectangular impulse with a 
length equal to the predetection period (NP samples) and with an amplitude equal to 1 radian in order 
to obtain the impulse response of the loop. The sampling frequency is chosen equal to 8kHz and the 
predetection bandwidth is equal to 50Hz (NP=160). 
 
The first four runs have been performed with a loop filter of order N equal to 0. The transfer functions 
of the loop filter and of the normalized error are respectively given on Eq. III-28 and Eq. III-30. Four 
other runs have been performed with a loop filter of order N equal to 1. The corresponding transfer 
functions are given on Eq. III-31 and Eq. III-33. Results are shown in Figure III-12 and Figure III-13, 
and the corresponding loop filter settings are given in Table III-1. 
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Figure Loop filter 
coefficients 
Corresponding 
loop bandwidth 
 
0 order loop filters: 
Figure III-12 (a) K.b0 = 0.0385 1Hz 
Figure III-12 (b) K.b0 = 0.1667 5Hz 
Figure III-12 (c) K.b0 = 0.4444 20Hz 
Figure III-12 (d) K.b0 = 0.8 100Hz 
 
1st order loop filters: 
Figure III-13 (a) K.b0 = 0.0198 
K.b1 = -0.019 
1Hz 
Figure III-13 (b) K.b0 = 0.093 
K.b1 = -0.0801 
5Hz 
Figure III-13 (c) K.b0 = 0.2833 
K.b1 = - 0.2019 
20Hz 
Figure III-13 (d) K.b0 = 0.5751 
K.b1 = -0.3416 
100Hz 
Table III-1: Loop filters settings for the validation simulations 
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Figure III-11: Simulated phase of the incoming signal (in radians) 
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(c) 20Hz loop bandwidth (d) 100Hz loop bandwidth 
Figure III-12: PLL discriminator output for a 0 order loop filter 
 
Note that we have added the loop bandwidth in Table III-1 for the convenience of the readers. The 
loop bandwidth and the method to derive the loop filter coefficients will be derived in section III.2.2.  
 
Regarding the validation of the model, it clearly appears in Figure III-12 and Figure III-13 that the 
response of the new model including I&D predetection filters is very close to the response of the 
sequential loop in all the cases, while the usual constant-rate model of Lindsey & Chie is only efficient 
when the loop bandwidth is very small (which is in accordance with the theory). 
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(a) 1Hz loop bandwidth (b) 5Hz loop bandwidth 
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(c) 20Hz loop bandwidth (d) 100Hz loop bandwidth 
Figure III-13: PLL discriminator output for a 1st order loop filter 
 
III.2.2 Evaluation of the tracking error 
 
Tracking error due to the thermal noise on received signal and to the Line Of Sight (LOS) dynamics 
are studied here using the multi-rate linear model. 
 
III.2.2.1 Sensitivity on noise 
 
III.2.2.1.1 Phase noise model 
 
Expression of the power of the noise on the estimated code and carrier phase are derived by inserting 
expressions of the noises at the output of the correlators (given in Section II.4.3) in the expressions of 
the discriminators (given in Table II-2 for carrier phase discriminators and in Table II-4 for code 
discriminators). The power of  the noise on the estimated code and carrier phase are given in [Holmes-
82] and are summarized in Table III-2. Thermal noise error depends on the carrier to noise density 
ratio, on the predetection period, on the chip-spacing of the code discriminators, and on the loop 
bandwidth BL expressed in Hz. Expression of the loop bandwidth based on the multi-rate model is 
derived in the next subsections. 
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Table III-2: Power of the thermal noise error for common PLL and DLL  
III.2.2.1.2 Equivalent noise bandwidth of the loop 
 
The Equivalent Noise Bandwidth (ENB) of a digital filter defined by the transfer function H(z) is 
defined as 
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Eq. III-40 
 
where 22)(zH  is the squared norm of H(z) and is defined as 
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Eq. III-41 
 
The ENB is expressed in normalized frequency, so that it has to be multiplied by the sampling 
frequency to be expressed in Hz. In the case of the digital linear transfer function including the I&D 
filters, the sampling frequency of the model is the predetection bandwidth BP. Then, the relation 
between the loop bandwidth (in Hz) and the ENB is 
 
PL BENBB .=  Eq. III-42 
 
The transfer function of a loop based on the multi-rate linear model, derived on Section III.2.1.5, is 
(with a loop filter of order N): 
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Eq. III-43 
 
According to Eq. III-43, the modulus of H(z) when z equals 1 is always equal to 1, then 
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and the expression of the ENB is reduced to 
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Eq. III-45 
 
Expression of the normalized error transfer function of a loop based on the multi-rate linear model and 
derived on Section III.2.1.5 is (with a loop filter of order N): 
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Eq. III-46 
 
As the expression of E(z) is more simple than the one of H(z) (see the numerator of Eq. III-46 as 
compared with the one of Eq. III-43), it is better to express the ENB as a function of the squared norm 
of E(z), which will be simpler to calculate. As we have 
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the expression of the squared norm of E(z) as a function of H(z) is 
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Eq. III-48 
 
Developing this expression, we obtain 
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Eq. III-49 
 
Denote I1 to I4 as the four integrals of the previous expression : 
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Eq. III-50 
 
It is clear that 
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Let’s now consider I3. Since 
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Eq. III-53 
 
The sum between I3 and I2 is then equal to zero. 
 
Let’s finally consider I1. Since 
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Eq. III-55 
 
As a conclusion, as I2 is equal to minus I3, the square norm of E(z) as a function of H(z) is equal to the 
sum between I1 and I4, so we have  
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and the expression of the ENB (according to Eq. III-45 and Eq. III-56) as a function of the squared 
norm of E(z) is then 
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III.2.2.1.3 Expression of the equivalent noise bandwidth as a function of the loop filter 
coefficients 
 
According to Eq. III-57, we first need to derive the expression of the squared norm of E(z). The 
squared norm of E(z) is defined as 
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This integral can be computes by using the Residual Theorem. This theorem postulates that 
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where [ ]kpzfRes ),(  is the residual associated with the pole pk, and where C is the contour of the 
integration. The considered poles are those that are inside the contour C. The expression of E(z) as a 
function of its poles is 
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where N is the order of the loop filter. Then, function f(z) is 
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Eq. III-61 
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This function has N+2 poles inside the unit circle of the z plan, which is our considered contour of 
integration. According to the Residual Theorem, the squared norm of E(z) is then 
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where the residual associated with the pole pk is defined as 
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if pk is a multiple pole of order m, and 
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when pk is a simple pole. 
 
The squared norm of E(z) is then expressed as a function of the loop filter coefficients by using 
relations between poles and loop filter coefficients. These relations are obtained by developing and 
identifying the denominators of Eq. III-46 and Eq. III-60. Development of the denominator of Eq. 
III-60 results in 
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Eq. III-66 
 
Finally, identification of the same order coefficients of Eq. III-46 and Eq. III-66 gives 
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Eq. III-67 
 
It is not easy to find a general expression of the squared norm of E(z), so we have derived it for many 
useful order loops. The results have been validated using Matlab and the Parseval theorem that says 
that the energy in the frequency domain is equal to the one in the time domain. According to Parseval, 
the squared norm of E(z) is then equal to the sum of its squared impulse response samples. We have 
computed the impulse response of E(z) with a Matlab routine that provides the impulse response of a 
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digital filter using numerical method, and we have compared the sum of these squared coefficients 
with the results provided by our analytical expressions. 
 
Results for a zero order loop filter gives 
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which results in, according to Eq. III-57 
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The resulting loop bandwidth (ENB multiplied by the predetection bandwidth) is plotted on Figure 
III-14 as a function of K.b0 for a predetection bandwidth of 50Hz. Note that the expression of the  
ENB in Eq. III-69 gives stability condition for the closed loop because Eq. III-69 is positive and 
different of 0 or infinity only when: 
 
1.0 0 << bK  Eq. III-70 
 
 
 
Figure III-14: Loop bandwidth as a function of a zero order loop filter coefficient 
 
Results for a first order loop filter gives 
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which results in, according to Eq. III-57 
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We shown that the stability condition is 
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Eq. III-73 
 
The loop bandwidth (ENB multiply by the predetection bandwidth) is plotted on Figure III-15 as a 
function of the loop filter coefficient K.b0 and K. b1 for a predetection bandwidth of 50Hz. This plot is 
only valid inside the stability range given on Eq. III-73, which is limited by the dashed lines on the 
figure. 
 
 
Figure III-15: Loop bandwidth as a function of the coefficients of a first order loop filter (given in Hz 
with predetection bandwidth of 50Hz) 
 
 
Higher order ENB hasn’t be solved due to the calculation complexity. 
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III.2.2.2 Sensitivity to dynamics  
 
III.2.2.2.1 Expression of the steady state error 
 
As seen in Section I.2.1.2, LOS dynamics induces that the phase of the incoming signal can be 
modeled as the sum of different order dynamics components. Denote θ(t) as the phase of the incoming 
signal, then 
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Eq. III-74 
 
where )(0
mθ  is the initial value of the mth derivative of θ(t). 
 
Remind that the impact of the LOS dynamics on the received signal carrier and code phases has been 
given in the first Chapter (in Section I.2.1.2). Relation between LOS dynamics and the initial value of 
the mth derivative are recalled just below: 
 
• for the code phase, we have 
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• for the carrier phase, we have 
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where ( )md 0  is expressed in meters/sm and is the mth derivative of the LOS distance d(t) modeled as 
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The sampled version of the general expression of Eq. III-74  is 
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According to the multi-rate model of Figure III-9, the incoming phase is first averaged over the 
predetection period. The input signal of the closed loop part of the model is then 
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We can show that assuming that the predetection bandwidth is very small as compared with the 
sampling frequency, we have (as detailed in appendix III-3) : 
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where  
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Eq. III-81 
 
is the equivalent initial value of the mth derivative of the averaged input phase. 
 
The steady state error is then given by 
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where E(z) is the normalized error transfer function of the closed loop part of the model, which is 
expressed by (with a loop filter of order N):  
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and where 
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Calculation of  Eq. III-83 using Eq. III-84 and Eq. III-85 leads to the following conclusions: 
 
• terms of Eq. III-83 whose order are smaller than N+1 are equal to zero (the error converges 
towards zero),  
• terms whose order are greater than N+1 tend towards infinity (the loop diverges), 
• and the term of order N+1 is a constant. 
 
It means that a loop including a Nth order loop filter can track an input signal with an order N dynamics 
with a steady state error of 
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Eq. III-86 
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III.2.2.2.2 Definition of the Steady State Error Factor 
 
Let’s define the Steady State Error Factor (SSEF) as the ratio between the steady state error (Eq. 
III-86) and the equivalent initial value of the mth derivative (A0(N+1) with a Nth order loop filter) of the 
averaged input phase over the predetection period. The expression of the SSEF is then 
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Eq. III-87 
 
This constant, which depends only on the coefficients of the loop filter (Eq. III-87), characterizes the 
robustness of a loop tracking signals under dynamics conditions. 
 
The SSEF of a loop with a 0 order loop filter is given by 
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Eq. III-88 
 
It is plot on Figure III-16. In this case, steady state error occurs for a dynamics of order 1 (frequency 
step). Note that the SSEF is conversly proportional with the ENB (shown on Figure III-14). 
 
 
Figure III-16: SSEF as a function of the 0 order loop filter coefficient 
 
The SSEF of a loop with a 1 order loop filter is given by 
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Eq. III-89 
 
This expression is plotted on  Figure III-17 where the dashed lines limit the stability range given in Eq. 
III-73. As for the zero order case, the SSEF is conversely proportionnal with the ENB (plotted on 
Figure III-15). 
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Figure III-17: SSEF as a function of the first order loop filter coefficients 
 
III.2.2.3 Total tracking error 
 
According to the two previous sections, the total tracking error of a loop is expressed as the sum of the 
thermal noise error and of the steady state error: 
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where: 
 
• b(k) is the equivalent input phase noise that depends on the used discriminator. The variance of 
this noise is derived from expressions given on Table III-2 where 
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• N is the order of the loop filter; 
• 
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Appendix III-1: Multi-rate linear model simplifications 
 
 
Let’s now simplify this model. Model of Figure III-7 is equivalent to the one shown on Figure III-18. 
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Figure III-18: Equivalent model of the loop 
 
We will simplify the feedback arm of the model of Figure III-18 by expressing the signals c1, c2, θOUT, 
c3 and c4 as a function of the command signal c(k). 
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and finally 
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In the z plane, Eq. III-100 is equivalent to a transfer function that is 
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As a conclusion, the NCO of a multi-rate loop is modeled by the transfer function HNCO(z), where 
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where the normalized predetection bandwidth is equal to 1/NP,  KNCO is the gain of the NCO, and 
where the normalized refresh frequency of the loop is equal to 1/M. Note that this transfer function 
characterizes the averaged value of the estimated phase as a function of the command signal provided 
by the loop filter. The general model of the loop is then equivalent to the one shown on Figure III-19. 
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Figure III-19: General model of a multi-rate digital lock loop 
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Appendix III-2: Loop filter coefficients expressed as a 
function of the poles of the loop transfer function – Usual 
digital constant rate model 
 
 
The digital constant rate model is completely characterized by its transfer function H(z) defined as 
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Note that this model is only valid if the discriminator works in its linear range. It means that the error 
signal e(k) must stay in a certain range. The error signal can be characterized as a function of the input 
phase by the error signal transfer function E(z) defined as 
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By inserting the transfer function of the N-1th order loop filter, we obtain 
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Note that an important relation between both transfer functions is given by: 
 
K
zE
zH )(1)( −=  Eq. 
III-108 
 
This expression well shows that the output (the estimated phase) of the system becomes equal to its 
input (phase of the received signal) when the tracking error in the loop (represented by E(z)) becomes 
null, meaning that the loop is well lock on the received signal and that the phase of the local NCO is 
the image of the received signal one. 
 
Modeled as an invariant linear system characterized by transfer functions, the loop is then equivalent 
to a infinite impulse response (IIR) digital filter, filtering the apparent phase of the received signal plus 
noise. 
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Properties of the loop is then dependent on the position of the poles of its transfer function H(z). 
Transfer functions can be written as a function of their N complex poles {pn}n=1..N as 
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The relations between the poles and the coefficients of the loop filter are obtained by developing and 
identifying the denominators of Eq. III-107 and Eq. III-109. Development of the denominator of Eq. 
III-107 results in 
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and development of the denominator of Eq. III-109 results in 
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Finally, identification of the same order coefficients of Eq. III-111 and Eq. III-113 leads to : 
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As an example, a first order loop has only one real pole denoted as p. According to Eq. III-114, the 
corresponding loop filter coefficient is then 
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The transfer functions of the first order loop are then 
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For a second order loop, the two poles p1 and p2 are real or complex conjugate. The general 
expressions of the order two loop filter coefficients are 
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which result, if they are complex conjugate, on 
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These relations can be easily generalized for any loop orders, so that loop filter coefficients can be set 
as a function of the desired pole positions. 
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Appendix III-3: Equivalent initial value of the mth derivative 
of the averaged input phase 
 
 
LOS dynamics induces that the phase of the incoming signal can be modeled as the sum of different 
order dynamics components. Denote θ(t) as the phase of the incoming signal, then 
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where )(0
mθ  is the initial value of the mth derivative of θ(t). 
 
The sampled version of the general expression of Eq. III-74  is 
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According to the multi-rate model of Figure III-9, the incoming phase is first averaged over the 
predetection period. The input signal of the closed loop part of the model is then 
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We will show that assuming that the predetection bandwidth is very small as compared with the 
sampling frequency, we have 
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is the equivalent initial value of the mth derivative of the averaged input phase 
 
In order to show this, consider an input phase of order 2. So 
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The averaged value over the kth block of Np samples of the input phase is 
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The averaged value over the kth block of Np samples of the input phase can be expressed as 
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The expression of the equivalent initial values of the mth derivative of the averaged input phase are 
obtained by inserting Eq. III-127 in Eq. III-126 and by identifying resulting expression with Eq. 
III-128. It results in 
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Eq. 
III-129 
 
If we consider that the ratio Np between the sampling frequency and the predetection bandwidth is 
larger than 1, coefficients in Eq. III-129 can be approximated by 
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Eq. 
III-130 
 
Finally, when the predetection bandwidth is greater than 1 (usually the case when the signal is 
modulated with a data message), we can approximate the equivalent initial value of the mth derivative 
of the averaged input phase by 
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Appendix III-4: Generic Expressions of the linear transfer 
functions derived from the multi-rate model of loops 
 
 
Loop filter of order N is modeled as an IIR filter characterized by the set of N+1 coefficients {bk}k = 0 to 
N. Its transfer function is 
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Within the linear range, the discrimination function is assumed to be a constant gain, so 
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where KD is the gain of the discriminator used. The transfer function of the closed loop part of the 
model of Figure III-9 is defined as 
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where Tz[.] is the z-transform operator. According to Figure III-9 and Eq. III-23, the transfer function 
defined on Eq. III-24 is equivalent to 
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Under the assumption that the predetection bandwidth is small as compared to the sampling frequency 
and for a loop with I&D predetection filters, we have shown that Eq. III-20 gives the equivalent 
transfer function of the NCO. Eq. III-135 is then equivalent to 
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Eq. 
III-136 
 
Denote K as the product of the discriminator gain with the NCO gain, so 
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and denote N(z) as the numerator of H(z) and as D(z) the denominator of H(z), then 
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The transfer function of the digital loop including I&D predetection filters is then 
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III-141 
 
where K is defined by Eq. III-27, and where coefficients {bk} are the N+1 coefficients of the loop 
filter. 
 
The normalized error transfer function is given by 
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According to Figure III-9, Eq. III-25 and Eq. III-24 we have 
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which is equivalent to (according to Eq. III-138, Eq. III-139 and Eq. III-140): 
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where K is defined by Eq. III-27, and where coefficients {bk} are the N+1 coefficients of the loop 
filter. 
 
Now derive both transfer functions (according to Eq. III-141 and Eq. III-145) for various loop filter of 
order N. 
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Then 
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Let’s first compute the numerator N(z) of H(z): 
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Now consider the denominator D(z): 
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and finally 
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The general forms of both transfer functions are then (according to Eq. III-138, Eq. III-144, Eq. 
III-158 and Eq. III-162): 
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and 
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Note that the order of the transfer functions is increased by 2 as compared with the order of the loop 
filter. Remember that for the usual constant-rate model, the order of the transfer functions was only 
increased by 1. The difference between the two models is basically due to the fact that we have 
considered the effect of the Integrate and Dump predetection filter on the feedback process. 
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Chapter IV  : Proposed improvement method - 
Adaptive loops minimizing tracking error with 
respect to noise and dynamics 
 
 
Since we have derived models and properties of the tracking loops, we will propose an adaptive 
method to optimize the tracking accuracy. The proposed algorithm is detailed in the first sub-section 
while the second one deals with the results of the implementation of the method in a real GPS 
receiver. 
 
 
 
 
Chapitre IV : Proposition de méthodes d’amélioration de la 
précision des mesures de phase par adaptation de la 
bande de boucle en fonction du niveau de bruit et de la 
dynamique émetteur - récepteur  
 
 
Une application du modèle développé dans le chapitre précèdent est proposée ici. Il s’agit d’un 
algorithme adaptatif qui va chercher a minimiser l’erreur total en trouvant le réglage optimum des 
filtres de boucle correspondant au meilleur compromis entre l’erreur due à la dynamique et celle due 
au bruit, et ceci sur une boucle d’ordre 2 asservissant la composante dynamique du second ordre 
(accélération). A partir d’un modèle de l’erreur basé sur le nouveau modèle linéaire de la boucle, 
l’estimation des composantes d’erreur dues au bruit et à la dynamique sont déduites d’observations 
réalisées sur le signal d’erreur disponible en sortie des discriminateurs. Une fonction est alors 
minimisée par un algorithme itératif (Newton) de façon à fournir le réglage optimum des boucles en 
temps réel. 
 
La seconde sous-section présente les résultats obtenus après avoir implanté une première version de 
l’algorithme dans le code source C du récepteur réel GPS BUILDER associé à un générateur de 
signaux GNSS où nous avons simulé un scénario à forte dynamique entre un récepteur placé dans un 
satellite en orbite basse et un pseudolite (pour psudo-satellite, les pseudolites sont des émetteurs fixes 
placés sur Terre qui émettent les mêmes types de signaux que les satellites GPS, et qui servent à 
augmenter le nombre de signaux de radionavigation disponibles dans certaines zones). 
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IV.1 Description of the algorithm 
 
IV.1.1 Introduction 
 
As seen on the previous chapter, tracking errors due to thermal noise and Line Of Sight (LOS) 
dynamics depend on the setting of the loop filter. Indeed, we have seen that a small ENB loop setting 
induces a large SSEF and that a small SSEF induces a large ENB. As an illustration, Figure IV-1 
shows the evolution of the 3-sigma total tracking error (as defined on III.2.2.3) of a PLL as a function 
of its 0th order loop filter coefficient for different imposed LOS velocity and C/N0. We see that each 
curve has its own optimal setting (about 0.5 in the 1m/s-30dB.Hz case, about 0.8 in the 5m/s-30dB.Hz, 
and about 0.3 in the 1m/s-20dB.Hz case). 
 
 
Figure IV-1: 3-sigma total tracking error of a PLL with a 0th order loop filter for different LOS 
velocity and C/N0 and as a function of the loop filter setting 
 
The aim of our algorithm is to compute in real-time the optimal setting of the loop filter in order to 
minimize the error on the phase measurements by taking into account the imposed LOS dynamics and 
thermal noise of the incoming signal. A schematic representation of the algorithm is shown on Figure 
IV-2. The idea of the algorithm is to compute real-time estimations of the LOS dynamics and noise 
contributions in the tracking error by observing the error signal at the output of the discriminator, and 
then to adapt the loop filter coefficients in order to minimize the tracking error. Estimations of the 
tracking error contributions are based on the model derived in the previous Chapter. As the loop is 
characterized by transfer functions, the discriminator output signal can be predicted and analyzed to 
perform dynamics and noise estimations. Thus, these estimations are used to build an optimization 
function that will be minimized by an iterative gradient method in order to provide the corresponding 
optimal loop filter setting. 
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Figure IV-2: Adapted loop model 
 
 
IV.1.2 Signal parameter estimations 
 
LOS dynamics and noise contributions on the total tracking error are estimated by observing the 
discriminator output signal. For clarity, the simplified linear model derived in the section III.2.1 is 
recalled below in Figure IV-3. The discriminator output signal is given using the normalized error 
transfer function defined on the previous chapter, which is defined by 
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zE
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Eq. IV-1 
 
According to Figure IV-3, the observed discriminator output signal e(k) will be characterized by the 
normalized error transfer function multiplied by the gain of the discriminator KD  (in its linear range). 
Assuming that the tracking error is composed of noise and of a bias due to LOS dynamics, the 
discriminator output signal is expressed as 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kubzEKAbSSEFKke DeqND 22)1(0 ,....  σ+= +  Eq. IV-2 
 
where the SSEF and the squared norm of the normalized error transfer function depends on the loop 
filter coefficients (denoted as the vector b

), and where u(k) is a white noise of unit power used to 
model the equivalent input phase noise. The standard deviation of the equivalent input phase noise is 
obtained using the expressions of the tracking thermal noise variance given for each discriminator in 
Table III-2. As an example, the variance of the thermal noise of the IQ Product PLL is given by 
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Expressed as a function of the ENB, it leads to 
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and as a function of the squared norm of the closed loop transfer function leads to 
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where 
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As a conclusion, the variance of the equivalent noise at the input of the closed loop model of the IQ-
PLL is then equal to 
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This can be done for each discriminator of Table III-2. 
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Figure IV-3: Simplified linear model of a multi-rate digital lock loop 
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The discriminator output signal is then considered as a random process with a mean value that depends 
on the LOS dynamics, and with a variance that depends on the C/N0. 
 
IV.1.2.1 Estimation of dynamics 
 
The dynamics parameter is then estimated by measuring the mean value µe of the discriminator output 
signal e(k), and by dividing it by the SSEF and the gain KD. Estimation of the mean value of e(k) is 
performed by using a low-pass filter of order 1 so that 
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where pLP is the pole of the low-pass filter. The bandwidth BLP of this 1st order loop filter is related 
with the pole position by 
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Eq. IV-9 
 
The choice of the bandwidth is subjected to the stability condition of the algorithm, as it will be treated 
in a next section. 
 
The estimated dynamics parameter at epoch k is then given by: 
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Eq. IV-10 
 
The ‘hat’ denotes the fact that the quantity refers to an estimate. 
 
IV.1.2.2 Estimation of the thermal noise component 
 
The variance of the equivalent input phase noise is estimated by measuring the variance σe2 of the 
discriminator output signal e(k), and by dividing it by the squared norm of E(z) and by KD2. The 
variance of e(k) is estimated using a low-pass filter and the estimation of its mean value as 
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The estimated variance of the equivalent input noise phase at epoch k is given by 
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IV.1.3 Criteria of minimization 
 
The optimization criteria of our algorithm is the minimization of the total tracking error. The function 
to minimize is then derived from the expression of the total tracking error. According to Figure IV-3, 
its expression is 
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where the SSEF and the squared norm of the normalize error transfer function depends on the loop 
filter coefficients (denoted as the vector b

), where u(k) is a unit power white noise used to model the 
equivalent input phase noise, and where σeq is the standard deviation of the equivalent input phase 
noise (as derived on the beginning of Section IV.1.2 for the expression of the discriminator output 
signal). 
 
We propose to minimize the total tracking error by minimizing the 3-sigma value of the random 
process ( )kθ∆ . The loop filter coefficients dependent function to minimize is then expressed by 
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Eq. IV-14 
 
Note that this function corresponds to the one plotted on Figure IV-1 in the case of a loop filter of 
order zero.  
 
In the adaptive algorithm, this optimization function is built from real-time estimations of the 
dynamics and the variance of the equivalent input phase noise, so that the function is time dependent.  
 
IV.1.4 Optimal solution with an iterative method 
 
The problem is to find the set of loop filter coefficients (denoted by the vector b

) that minimize the 
function ( )bf   defined in Eq. IV-14. We propose to use the Newton’s method to find this minimum. 
One iteration is given by 
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Eq. IV-15 
 
where the ith element of the vector ( )1+kbopt  is given by 
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As an illustration, results of this algorithm are given on the Appendix IV-1 for a PLL tracking the L1 
carrier. 
 
The optimization function is built from current estimations of the dynamics and the variance of the 
equivalent input phase noise. Its first and second order derivatives are expressed by 
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Eq. IV-17 
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Eq. IV-18 
 
Expression of the derivatives of the SSEF and of the squared norm of the transfer function can be 
calculated from expression derived from the linear model in the Chapter III . These derivatives are not 
easy to calculate, but results for order 0 and order 1 loop filters have been obtain using the symbolic 
toolbox of Matlab, results that allow us to test and to validate the algorithm. But these calculations 
have to be investigated in the future. 
 
IV.1.5 Stability of the closed loop algorithm 
 
The resulting transfer function of the loop is variable with time because of the variability of the loop 
filter coefficients. It is shown in [Jury-64] that if the poles of a digital filter vary too fast, then the filter 
can produce important peak values in the time domain. In the adapted loop, these undesirable peaks 
could cause the error signal to be out of the lock range. For this reason, it is necessary to smooth the 
optimal solutions provided by the Newton algorithm by a low-pass filter before updating the loop filter 
coefficients. The current loop filter coefficients are then given by 
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where pLP is the pole of the low-pass filter. Theoretical stability condition has not been found but 
practical tests have shown that a good stability is obtain when the bandwidth of the low-pass filters 
used to estimate the signal parameters and to smooth the optimal solution is chosen related to the 
current loop bandwidth in order to have proportional time constants. The current bandwidth of the 
low-pass filters is chosen as 
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in order to have a power of noise on the estimated dynamics error component that is two times lower 
than the power of noise on the phase measurements. Current pole of the low-pass filter is then 
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Eq. IV-21 
 
In the case of a quick rise of the dynamics, the time constant of the algorithm does not open the 
effective bandwidth of the loop as fast. As a consequence, a detection system has to be inserted. We 
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propose to monitor the mean plus 3-sigma value of the error signal, which is the value of the 
optimization function at the effective pole, and to suddenly re-initialize the algorithm if this value is 
greater than the upper bound of the lock range.  
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IV.2 Integration in GPS-Builder 
 
A first version of the algorithm has been implemented on a channel of the GEC-PLESSEY GPS-
BUILDER. The GPS-BUILDER board is plugged on the PCI bus of a PC computer. The board 
performs the frequency down conversions of the received HF signal, the analog to digital conversion, 
and the mixing with a local in-phase and quadrate carrier and a local prompt and early-late code for 12 
channels. The computer receives all these outputs integrated over 1ms, process them and drives the 
NCOs and the local code generators. We have inserted our algorithm in the C code source of the 
software provided with the board. We have built a PLL including a loop filter of order 1 to support 
dynamics of order 2. The signal has been simulated with the GLOBAL SIMULATION SYSTEMS 
2760 GPS signal simulator.  
 
This first version of the algorithm was not exactly the same as the final version described on the 
previous section, but is based on the same principle. The idea of this first version was to minimize the 
thermal noise component of the tracking error under the constraint that it stays under the loss of lock 
threshold of the loop. The considered optimal setting was obtained when the mean plus 3-sigma value 
of the error signal was equal to the upper limit of the operational range of the discriminator. This 
results in an error signal composed of bias plus noise that stays always in the lock range of the loop, 
even if the loop minimal loop bandwidth results on a bias due to dynamics. This version of the 
algorithm is detailed on [Legrand-01] and results are given below. 
 
IV.2.1 Description of the scenario 
 
Our objective was to create a high dynamics signal configuration. The highest dynamics situation is 
obtained in the case of the transmission channel between a pseudolite and a low earth orbit (LEO) 
spaceborne receiver. In our case, we have simulated a LEO satellite that stands at a constant altitude of 
2000km above the equator (see Figure IV-4). The direction of rotation of the satellite is opposite with 
the one of the Earth. The pseudolite stands at 0° of longitude and latitude. The GSS 2760 GPS signal 
simulator provides GPS signal. The resulting LOS acceleration is plotted on Figure IV-5. 
 
2000km
Earth
Pseudolite
Spaceborne receiver
 
Figure IV-4: Simulated scenario 
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Figure IV-5: LOS acceleration between the pseudolite and the spaceborne receiver 
 
IV.2.2 Results of the measurements 
 
First, the estimated parameters computed by observing the error signal provided by the phase 
discriminator are presented. Figure IV-6 shown the estimated variance of the equivalent phase noise. 
For convenience, we have computed the equivalent C/N0 from Eq. IV-7 as shown on Figure IV-7. The 
step of power at the beginning of the curves is due to the fact that we have enhanced the power of the 
signal to be sure to acquire the signal. After the acquisition, the power was decreased and the 
evolution of the C/N0 was only due to the evolution of the range between transmitter and receiver.  
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Figure IV-6: Estimated variance of the equivalent 
phase noise Figure IV-7: Estimated C/NO 
 
Figure IV-8 shows the evolution of the estimated LOS acceleration. Note that estimated LOS 
acceleration is very close to the real one shown on Figure IV-5. 
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Figure IV-8: Estimated LOS acceleration 
 
From the estimated parameters of the signal, the algorithm has adapted the loop bandwidth in real-time 
as it is shown on Figure IV-9. The initial loop bandwidth has been set to 20Hz. When the adaptive 
algorithm has been turned on, the bandwidth has quickly converged toward its minimal value (sets to 
5Hz) because of the low dynamics at the beginning of the run. After that, the algorithm has opened the 
loop when dynamics increased, and closed it when dynamics decreased.  
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Figure IV-9: Real-time loop bandwidth 
Figure IV-10 shows the evolution of the error signal at the output of the discriminator. We have 
implemented an ARCTAN 4-Quadrants discriminator in our PLL. The lock range of this discriminator 
is in the range of –pi to pi. We have limited it in the range of –3 to 3 radians in the algorithm to 
decrease the probability of loss of lock. As it has been predicted by the theory (see [legrand-01], 
optimal loop bandwidth provided by the algorithm results in an error signal composed of bias plus 
noise that stays always in the lock range of the loop. 
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Figure IV-10: Discriminator output signal 
 
To compare the theoretical power of the thermal noise on the phase measurements of the FAB PLL 
with a reference PLL with a fixed bandwidth of B Hz, it is necessary to remind the expression of this 
error power. This expression for a B Hz PLL is 
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Consequently, the rate between the thermal noise on phase measurements of a B Hz reference PLL and 
the adapted PLL is 
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Eq. IV-23 
 
We have plotted this rate for a reference PLL with a fixed bandwidth of 20Hz on Figure IV-11. We 
can see that the power of the thermal noise error in the adapted PLL is 3 times lower than in the 20Hz 
PLL much more than 50% of the time. 
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Figure IV-11: Improvement factor as compared with a fixed loop bandwidth PLL 
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Appendix IV-1: Solution examples for the minimization of 
the total tracking error 
 
Figures that are bellow show the results given by the Newton algorithm in the case of a PLL that 
tracks the L1 carrier with a first order loop filter and a predetection bandwidth of 50Hz,  for different 
configurations of LOS acceleration and C/N0. The algorithm was initialized with K.b0=0.6 and K.b1=-
0.4 in order to begin close to the center of the stability range (given in Eq. III-73). 
 
Each set of result is composed of 4 figures, which show: 
 
• (a): the evolution with respect to time of the optimization function (which is equal to the current 3-
sigma total tracking error); 
• (b): the plot of the optimization function in two dimensional plane (K.b1, K.b2) on which is 
superposed (with the red star) the evolution of the optimal solution given by the algorithm; 
• (c): the evolution with respect to time of the optimal loop filter coefficients; 
• (d): the evolution with respect to time of the error due to thermal noise and the one due to the LOS 
dynamics. 
 
 
1st case: Acceleration=4g, C/N0=30dB.Hz: 
 
 
(a) (b) 
 
 
(c) (d) 
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2nd case: Acceleration=1g, C/N0=30dB.Hz: 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
 
 
(c) (d) 
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3rd case: Acceleration=1g, C/N0=20dB.Hz: 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
 
 
(c) (d) 
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4th case: Acceleration=0.1g, C/N0=20dB.Hz: 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
 
 
(c) (d) 
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The work reported here brought two main results: the proposition of a new multi-rate loop model and 
the development and implementation of a new technique to reduce the total error due to noise and 
dynamics. 
 
Traditional loop models ignore the dual effect of the Integrate and Dump filters: they filter the error 
signal and impose a dissymmetric data rate in the loop. These traditional models are only valid when 
the predetection bandwidth is at least 10 times larger than the loop bandwidth. A new multi-rate model 
of tracking loops has been proposed in order to compensate for that model inadequacy. That loop 
model can be expressed as a transfer function between the input signal phase and the local signal 
phase, both averaged during the predetection interval. We show that the order of the transfer function 
is larger by two units than the order of the loop filter in the classical case where the predetection 
bandwidth is very small compared to the sampling frequency. That model is validated by comparing 
the behaviour of a sequential simulation of a PLL with the model. 
 
Using that model, we can give a new formulation of the characteristics of the loop. Particularly, we 
have derived a new expression of the equivalent noise bandwidth of the loop and of the residual 
steady-state error in presence of dynamics. These two parameters can be expressed as a function of the 
loop filter coefficients. In addition, theoretical expressions of the stability condition of the loop are 
given for loop filters of order 0 and 1. 
 
The new multi-rate model has the advantage to be valid even if the predetection bandwidth is of the 
order or smaller than the loop bandwidth. This case is encountered in applications where the dynamic 
evolution of the range can be very strong, and would necessitate a large bandwidth. Such loop 
implementations may also be found in applications where the predetection interval must be large, like 
indoor applications or in receivers designed to track pilot signals. 
 
We have then used the new model and its parameters to propose a technique to minimize the total 
tracking error in presence of noise and dynamics. That technique uses the error signal at the output of 
the discriminator to estimate the contribution of noise and dynamics, which were shown to depend 
both on the equivalent noise bandwidth of the loop. As the tracking error due to noise linearly depends 
on that bandwidth, and the residual error due to dynamics depends on the inverse of that bandwidth, a 
compromise is stricken by the algorithm to minimize the total tracking error. Practical solutions to 
implement the algorithm in real-time are proposed. First order averaging filters are proposed to 
estimate the noise power as the variance of the error signal, and the residual dynamics error as the 
average value of the error signal. Setting of the loop bandwidth is achieved by setting the loop filter 
coefficients using a Newton minimization technique. The loop filter coefficients are modified at a rate 
equal to the time constant of the loop. The loop bandwidth can not be reduced lower than a floor value 
depending on the quality of the receiver oscillator. The proposed technique has been implemented on a 
real receiver (GPS BUILDER 2.0) connected to a Spirent generator. The validation results presented 
in the report were obtained with a modified version of the technique where the objective was to reduce 
the error due to noise while keeping the total tracking error below the loss-of-lock threshold. It was 
done in that way because in that case the residual error due to dynamics is easier to estimate. The 
technique was implemented on the PLL of the GPS BUILDER, and the reported results clearly show 
the technique works and reduces the phase tracking error as compared to the case where the loop 
bandwidth is fixed a priori. 
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The proposed technique is particularly interesting in applications where the range of the errors due to 
noise and to dynamics is very large, and when they vary in opposite ways. This is the case for Ranging 
Per Pseudolite applications where pseudolites are installed on the ground to provide ranging signals to 
a LEO satellite. Indeed, in that case, the error due to noise is very large on the horizon and very small 
at zenith, while the error due to dynamics is much larger at zenith, in such a way that the improvement 
brought by the proposed technique is significant. In addition, it must be noted that the proposed 
technique would not be useful on a DLL, as in a DLL the residual dynamics error is mainly 
compensated by the PLL which injects its control signal in the DLL. 
 
Nevertheless, some theoretical developments must be carried out and the proposed method must be 
further tested on a real receiver. First of all, expressions of loop bandwidth with the new model must 
be established for a 2nd order loop filter. Concerning the proposed method, a simple rule of thumb has 
been proposed to guarantee the overall stability of the complete feed-back tracking algorithm, but 
theoretical conditions have not been derived. Finally, only a modified version of the complete 
proposed algorithm was implemented, and the complete algorithm was not tested because of general 
time constraints. The implementation can be done in the software already developed for the reported 
GPS BUILDER tests. The tests must be carried out on generated and live signals. 
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Conclusions 
 
 
Les deux principaux résultats de ce travail sont : le développement d’un nouveau modèle linéaire 
multi-cadence des boucles, et d’autre part le développement ainsi que l’implantation d’une nouvelle 
technique adaptative pour réduire l’erreur totale de poursuite liée à la dynamique et au bruit thermique. 
 
Les modèles de boucle traditionnels ne prennent pas en compte l’effet des filtres ‘Integrate & Dump’. 
Ces modèles traditionnels ne sont valides que si la bande de prédétection est au moins 10 fois plus 
grande que la bande de boucle. Le nouveau modèle s’affranchit de cette hypothèse et vient donc 
améliorer le précèdent. Ce modèle peut être exprimé sous la forme d’une fonction de transfert entre la 
phase du signal reçu et celle estimée par la boucle, les deux moyennées sur la période de predetection. 
Nous montrons que l’ordre de la fonction de transfert est augmenté de deux unités par rapport à l’ordre 
du filtre de boucle, alors qu’il n’était augmenté que d’une unité dans le modèle classique. Le nouveau 
modèle est validé en comparant les résultats produits avec ceux obtenus par une PLL séquentielle. 
 
A partir de ce modèle, nous pouvons donner une nouvelle formulation des caractéristiques de la 
boucle. Nous donnons particulièrement une nouvelle expression de la bande équivalente de bruit et de 
l’erreur en régime permanent due à la dynamique. Ces expressions ainsi que les conditions de stabilité 
sont données pour des filtres de boucle d’ordre 0 et 1. 
 
Ce nouveau modèle présente l’avantage d’être valide quand la bande de prédétection est de l’ordre de 
ou plus petite que la bande de boucle. Ce cas est rencontré dans des applications où la dynamique est 
forte, et qui nécessitent une large bande de boucle. Ce type de boucle doit également être implanté 
pour des applications où l’intervalle de prédétection doit être important, comme les applications à 
faible SNR ou dans les récepteurs conçus pour poursuivre des signaux pilotes. 
 
Nous avons utilisé le nouveau modèle et les expressions qui en découlent pour proposer une technique 
qui minimise l’erreur totale de poursuite en présence de bruit thermique et de dynamique. Une 
première version a été implantée dans le code source C du récepteur réel GPS BUILDER et des tests 
ont été effectués à l’aide d’un générateur de signaux GNSS dans des condition de forte dynamique. 
 
Néanmoins, des développement théoriques supplémentaires doivent être réalisés et la méthode 
adaptative doit être testée sur des signaux réels. Les expressions des bandes de boucle à l’aide du 
nouveau modèle doivent être établies pour un filtre de boucle d’ordre 2. Concernant la méthode 
adaptative, une règle simple a été proposée pour garantir la stabilité de l’algorithme mais des 
conditions théoriques rigoureuses n’ont pas été trouvées. 
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Operators and functions definitions 
 
 
TF[.]  Fourier transform operator: 
  ( )[ ] ( ) ( )
ℜ
−
== dtetgfGtgTF ftj .. 2pi  
TF-1[.]  Inverse Fourier transform operator: 
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*  Continuous convolution operator: 
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⊗   Discrete convolution operator: 
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rectT(t)  Continuous causal rectangular function: 
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rectN(k)  Discrete causal rectangular function: 
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Loop paramters 
 
Fs  Sampling frequency (in Hz) 
PT   Predetection interval (in Seconds) 
PB   Predetection bandwidth (in Hertz) 
NP  Predetection integration window length (in samples) 
C  Power of the received signal (in Watt) 
f0  Carrier nominal frequency (in Hz) 
N  Loop filter order 
{bk}k=0 to N Loop filter coefficients 
KNCO  Gain of the NCO 
KD  Gain of the discriminator 
M  Inverse of the normalized refreshing rate of the loop 
{pk}  Poles of the transfer function of the loop 
BL  Loop bandwidth 
 
 
Signal parameters or functions 
 
)(tOUTφ  Phase of the locally generated carrier as a function of time (in radians) 
)(tINφ   Phase of the received signal as a function of time (in radians) 
)(tφ∆   Real carrier phase error as a function of time (in radians) 
)()()( ttt INOUT φφφ −=∆  
)(kφ∆   Averaged value of )(tφ∆  over the kth predetection interval (in radians) 
  
−
∆⋅=∆
P
P
Tk
TkP
dtt
T
k
.
)1(
).(1)( φφ  
Nseq  Length of the spread spectrum PRN sequence 
TC  Length of one code chip (in seconds) 
ND Order of the polynomial model of the time dependant distance di(t) between satellite 
n°i and the receiver 
 
 
Constants 
 
c  Velocity of the light 
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BPSK  Binary Phase Shift Keying 
C/N0  Carrier to Noise density  
CDMA  Code Division Multiple Access 
DLL  Delay Lock Loop 
ENB  Equivalent Noise Bandwidth 
FLL  Frequency Lock Loop 
GNSS  Global Navigation Satellite Systems 
GPS  Global Positioning System 
HOW  Hand Over Word 
I&D  Integrate and Dump filter 
LOS  Line of Sight 
NRZ  Non Return to Zero 
PLL  Phase Lock Loop 
PRN  Pseudo Random Noise 
SNR  Signal to Noise power ratio 
SSEF  Steady State Error Factor 
TOT  Time Of Transmission 
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